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Hello comic retailers and fans!
Welcome to PRH Panels, the Penguin Random House catalog for the Direct Market,
highlighting the incredible graphic novels, manga, games, and more that debut every
month. We can’t wait for you to find the next story to inspire and entertain you, and the
latest games and gifts to bring you together.
In our Comics section, the fiery first saga of Dark Spaces concludes with Dark Spaces:
Wildfire #5. Scott Snyder and Hayden Sherman have taken Ma and her crew through
impossible obstacles, and now it’s time to see if the heist is doomed to go up in smoke!
Our Graphic Novel section features Breakdowns: Portrait of the Artist as a Young %@&*!
by Art Spiegelman, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of the best-selling Maus. Spiegelman’s
work continues to resonate around the world, and this collection of his 1978 comics is a
fantastic look at his early comix, along with an essay from Spiegelman about the role
of comics in the 1970s and today.
Check out our Kids & YA section for Sweet Valley Twins: Best Friends, the brand new
middle-grade graphic novel series based on Francine Pascal’s beloved Sweet Valley
Twins that’s sure to delight longtime fans and charm new fans! Jessica and Elizabeth
have always been inseparable, but starting middle school means a chance for new
beginnings, and these twins might realize they’re not as alike as they thought.
Our Manga section features the continuation of the sci-fi horror classic with Parasyte
Full Color Collection 3. Alien creatures have invaded earth, taking control of human
hosts to survive. Shinichi managed to stop the total infection of his body by an alien
parasite, and now he and the parasite have formed an unlikely partnership to survive.
Presented in eight volumes containing about 300 pages of manga each, this series is
fully-colorized, has a revised translation, and is available in a premium-quality hardcover for the first time. Be sure to check out a sneak peek of the Parasyte Full Color
Collection in Kodansha’s Trick-Or-Read comic!
Finally, our Games & Gift section continues our celebration of Art Spiegelman with
Maus Now: Selected Writing. Maus is one of the most celebrated graphic novels in
history…and sadly, one of the most frequently banned graphic novels, even to this day.
This richly illustrated volume collects works from twenty-one leading critics, authors,
and academics on the far-reaching influence of Maus, including first-time translations
of important French, Hebrew, and German essays. This is an essential companion
volume to Maus.
All this and much, much more can be found in this month’s PRH Panels. Don’t hesitate
to explore this catalog and find the perfect new book! As always, retailers who have any
questions about the ordering process or would like to open an account with PRH, are
encouraged to email us at comicmarketUS@penguinrandomhouse.com.
Wishing you the very best,
Your US Direct Market Comic Team
Penguin Random House
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Comics
Dark Spaces: Wildfire #5
Variant A (Sherman)
Written by SCOTT SNYDER;
Illustrated by HAYDEN SHERMAN;
Colorist RONDA PATTISON;
Letterer ANDWORLD DESIGN

It was a crazy plan. They faced
impossible obstacles and wild
twists and turns they never could
have imagined. Now it’s time to see
if Ma and her crew can rally to
salvage their death-defying heist or
if any chance for a better future is
going to go up in smoke. Scott
Snyder and Hayden Sherman bring
the fiery first saga of Dark Spaces
to a stunning conclusion!
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Dark Spaces: Wildfire #5 Variant B
(Sorrentino)
82771403066200521
Dark Spaces: Wildfire #5 Variant C (Patridge)
Skylar Patridge | 82771403066200531
Dark Spaces: Wildfire #5 Variant D
(Simmonds)
Martin Simmonds | 82771403066200541

The fiery first saga of
Dark Spaces concludes here!

Cover may not be final

82771403066200511
IDW PUBLISHING
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 11/23/22 • FOC Date: 10/17/22
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Comics

Crashing #3 Variant A (Beem)

Crashing #4 Variant A (Beem)

Written by MATTHEW KLEIN;
Illustrated by MORGAN BEEM;
Colorist TRIONA FARRELL;
Cover Design or Artwork by MORGAN BEEM

Written by MATTHEW KLEIN;
Illustrated by MORGAN BEEM;
Colorist TRIONA FARRELL;
Cover Design or Artwork by MORGAN BEEM

The past strikes back! Doctor Rose Osler’s
darkest secrets are dragged into a harsh light
when she and her anti-Powered movement
leader husband are threatened by a Powered
menace. Will they survive this home invasion?
Rose’s downward spiral sinks to a new low as we
reach this explosive point of no return.

Dr. Rose Osler is called to duty after the hospital
becomes a war zone with the enactment of the
Powered Registration Act. But will she be able to
hold it together now that her world has come
crashing down around her? New stakes reveal
that, for Rose, the worst has yet to come.

Explore More
VARIANTS:

Crashing #3 Variant B (Baldari)
Nicoletta Baldari | 82771403082200321
Crashing #3 Variant C (Brokenshire)
Nick Brokenshire | 82771403082200331

Explore More
VARIANTS:

Crashing #4 Variant B (McGee)
Cara McGee | 82771403082200421
Crashing #4 Variant C (Beals)
Elizabeth Beals | 82771403082200431

Covers may not be final

82771403082200311

82771403082200411

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 11/16/22 • FOC Date: 10/10/22

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 12/14/22 • FOC Date: 10/31/22

PRHComics.com
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Comics

Earthdivers #3 Variant A
(Albuquerque)

G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero
#300 Variant A (Sullivan)

Written by STEPHEN JONES;
Illustrated by DAVIDE GIANFELICE;
Colorist JOANA LAFUENTE; Cover Design or
Artwork by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE;
Letterer STEVE WANDS

Written by LARRY HAMA; Illustrated by
SL GALLANT; Colorist JAMES BROWN;
Cover Design or Artwork by JAIME SULLIVAN

The Indigenous chrononauts’ plot to sabotage
the mission to the so-called New World takes a
strange turn. Reeling from disaster, the Niña’s
crew places Tad under lock and key and
Columbus develops a disturbing personal
interest in his would-be assassin.
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Earthdivers #3 Variant B (Terry)
82771403083900321
Earthdivers #3 Variant C (Campbell)
82771403083900331
Earthdivers #3 Variant D (Villalobos)
82771403083900341

Covers may not be final

4

All In, Part 5! This is it! The final G.I. Joe: A Real
American Hero story arc at IDW Publishing comes
to a bombastic conclusion! Using a brand-new
casino on Cobra Island as a front, Cobra has
been busy resurrecting both dangerous villains
and heroes behind the scenes, all in the hope of
creating the deadliest Cobra army ever! Will the
warriors of G.I. Joe foil their archenemy’s evil
machinations before it’s too late?
Explore More
VARIANTS:

G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero #300 Variant B (Sullivan)
82771401092330021
G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero #300 Variant C (Diaz)
Netho Diaz | 82771401092330031
G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero #300 Variant D (McKeown)
Kieran McKeown | 82771401092330041
G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero #300 Variant RI (10) (Royle)
John Royle | 82771401092330051
G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero #300 Variant RI (25) (Joseph)
Ron Joseph | 82771401092330061

82771403083900311

82771401092330011

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 12/7/22 • FOC Date: 10/24/22

$6.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 11/23/22 • FOC Date: 10/17/22
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Comics

Godzilla Rivals Vs. Gigan
Variant A (Su)
Written by KEITH DAVIDSEN;
Illustrated by SIDVENBLU;
Colorist VALENTINA PINTO;
Cover Design or Artwork by EJ SU

The year is 2008. The setting is Seattle. Networked computers and video game consoles
have connected millions across the globe in
virtual combat…and an insidious intelligence
has taken notice. The insectoid Nebulans,
would-be conquerors of Earth, have hijacked
the MMOs and uploaded the collective fighting
techniques and strategy of gamers worldwide
directly into the central processing unit of their
cyborg champion. What chance does Godzilla
have at victory when his vicious opponent
Gigan has been augmented by the savagery of
all humanity?
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Godzilla Rivals Vs. Gigan Variant RI (Gonzalez)
Christian Gonzalez | 82771403054900121

Godzilla: Monsters & ProtectorsAll Hail the King! #2 Variant A
(Schoening)
Written by ERIK BURNHAM; Illustrated by DAN
SCHOENING; Colorist LUIS ANTONIO DELGADO;
Cover Design or Artwork by DAN SCHOENING

Cedric and his friends are having terrible
dreams thanks to the Xiliens, who are using
psychic technology to probe the minds of every
living creature on Earth. That’s the bad news.
The worse news is it has pinpointed the den of
King Ghidorah. The good news is the probe
makes the Shobijin aware of danger on the
horizon and allows them to warn our kaiju-connected heroes to be on the lookout—Cedric,
Emily, Anderson…and Karen Higa, too!
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Godzilla: Monsters & Protectors—All Hail the King! #2
Variant B (Bell)
Andrea Bell | 82771403095200221
Godzilla: Monsters & Protectors—All Hail the King! #2
Variant RI (10) (Yurcaba)
John Yurcaba | 82771403095200231
Covers may not be final

82771403054900111

82771403095200211

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$7.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 11/30/22 • FOC Date: 10/17/22

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 11/9/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years

PRHComics.com
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Comics

Godzilla: Monsters & ProtectorsAll Hail the King! #3 Variant A
(Schoening)
Written by ERIK BURNHAM; Illustrated by DAN
SCHOENING; Colorist LUIS ANTONIO DELGADO;
Cover Design or Artwork by DAN SCHOENING

The Xiliens, looking for a countermeasure
against Godzilla, have managed to find the
resting place of another monster: the threeheaded dragon King Ghidorah. Using their
advanced technology, they awaken the great
beast and set it on a worldwide rampage that
eventually gets the attention of the King of the
Monsters. Godzilla and King Ghidorah clash, as
monsters do, and the results of that fight may
not be good for anyone—human or Xilien!
Explore More

My Little Pony #7 Variant A
(Kachel)
Written by STEPHANIE WILLIAMS;
Colorist HEATHER BRECKEL;
Cover Design or Artwork by KONRAD KACHEL

Ever the do-gooder, Hitch finds himself at the
beck and call of the whole town as they prepare
for a huge celebration. While he already has his
own duties, Hitch finds himself a helpless
yes-man, getting run-down by trying to help
everyone else before himself. He’ll have to
learn it’s okay to say no sometimes.
Explore More
VARIANTS:

My Little Pony #7 Variant B (JustaSuta)
JustaSuta | 82771403046400721
My Little Pony #7 Variant RI (10) (Forstner)
Trisha Forstner | 82771403046400731

VARIANTS:

Godzilla: Monsters & Protectors—All Hail the King! #3
Variant B (Bell)
Andrea Bell | 82771403095200321
Godzilla: Monsters & Protectors—All Hail the King! #3
Variant RI (10) (Yurcaba)
82771403095200331
Covers may not be final
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82771403095200311

82771403046400711

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 12/7/22 • FOC Date: 10/24/22
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 12/7/22 • FOC Date: 10/31/22
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years
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Comics

My Little Pony: Classics
Reimagined—Little Fillies #1
Variant A (Ayoub)

My Little Pony: Classics
Reimagined—Little Fillies #2
Variant A (Ayoub)

Written by MEGAN BROWN; Illustrated by
JENNA AYOUB; Colorist HEATHER BRECKEL;
Cover Design or Artwork by JENNA AYOUB

Written by MEGAN BROWN; Illustrated by
JENNA AYOUB; Colorist HEATHER BRECKEL;
Cover Design or Artwork by JENNA AYOUB

Little Women meets My Little Pony in this new
series about love, life, and sisterhood. Rainbow
Dash, Twilight Sparkle, Fluttershy, and Rarity
appear as the March sisters, who dream of life
beyond Broncord, Massahoofetts. In issue #1,
Rainbow Dash yearns for excitement—something to write about. So when Applejack, the
Marches’ neighbor, arrives home with tales of
eel-wrangling and apple-eating, Rainbow Dash
and her sisters dare to hope for more.

With the holidays over, the little fillies settle
back into everyday life, but they still can’t help
but dream for more. Rarity wishes for more
emeralds to trade at school. Twilight Sparkle
wishes to attend more parties in the hopes of
becoming a magical apprentice. Rainbow Dash
wishes to publish a novel as grand as A.K.
Yearling’s writings. And as always, though
sometimes very difficult, the fillies work to be
better sisters, friends, and fillies.

Explore More

Explore More

VARIANTS:

VARIANTS:

My Little Pony: Classics Reimagined—Little Fillies #1
Variant B (Garbowska)
Agnes Garbowska | 82771403101000121
My Little Pony: Classics Reimagined—Little Fillies #1
Variant RI (10) (Bousamra)
Rose Bousamra | 82771403101000131

My Little Pony: Classics Reimagined—Little Fillies #2
Variant B (Garbowska)
Agnes Garbowska | 82771403101000221
My Little Pony: Classics Reimagined—Little Fillies #2
Variant RI (10) (Bousamra )
Rose Bousamra | 82771403101000231
Covers may not be final

82771403101000111

82771403101000211

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 11/9/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 12/14/22 • FOC Date: 10/31/22
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years

PRHComics.com
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Comics

Sonic the Hedgehog #55 Variant A
(Hammerstrom)

Sonic the Hedgehog: Scrapnik
Island #2 Variant A (Fourdraine)

Written by EVAN STANLEY;
Illustrated by ADAM BRYCE THOMAS;
Colorist REGGIE GRAHAM; Cover Design or
Artwork by AARON HAMMERSTROM

Written by DANIEL BARNES;
Illustrated by JACK LAWRENCE;
Colorist NATHALIE FOURDRAINE; Cover Design
or Artwork by NATHALIE FOURDRAINE

Determined to end Sonic once and for all, Surge
takes the fight home to Starline Base Sigma.
But lingering ghosts and visitors threaten
Surge’s precarious advantage over everyone.

IT’S ALIVE! It’s rusted… It’s shaped like Sonic…
It’s MECHA SONIC! He’s no longer Eggman’s
prized invention but just a docile bot living
among other washed-up Badniks. And now he is
tasked with helping Sonic and Tails. Has
Eggman’s nefarious programming truly been
rusted over, or will Sonic’s presence awaken a
forgotten part of Mecha Sonic?

Explore More
VARIANTS:

Sonic the Hedgehog #55 Variant B (Tramontano)
Priscilla Tramontano | 82771401521805521
Sonic the Hedgehog #55 Variant RI (10) (Fourdraine)
82771401521805531

Explore More
VARIANTS:

Sonic the Hedgehog: Scrapnik Island #2 Variant B
(Haines)
Natalie Haines | 82771403094500221
Sonic the Hedgehog: Scrapnik Island #2 Variant RI (10)
(Dutreix)
Gigi Dutreix | 82771403094500231

Covers may not be final
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82771401521805511

82771403094500211

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 11/23/22 • FOC Date: 10/17/22
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 11/16/22 • FOC Date: 10/10/22
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years
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Comics

Star Trek #2 Variant A (Rosanas)
Written by COLLIN KELLY and
JACKSON LANZING; Illustrated by
RAMON ROSANAS; Colorist LEE LOUGHRIDGE;
Cover Design or Artwork by RAMON ROSANAS

Tasked with a mission from the Prophets,
Benjamin Sisko enlists the help of an old friend
from Qo’noS to track the ship and persons
responsible for slaying the gods.From Star Trek:
Year Five duo Jackson Lanzing and Collin Kelly
and illustrated by Ramon Rosanas, continue the
adventure in IDW’s brand-new, flagship Star
Trek ongoing series that features fan-favorite
characters from every era of Trek!
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Star Trek #2 Variant B (Ward)
Malachi Ward | 82771403084600221
Star Trek #2 Variant C (Woodward)
J.K. Woodward | 82771403084600231
Star Trek #2 Variant RI (10) (Rosanas)
Ramon Rosanas | 82771403084600241
Star Trek #2 Variant RI (25) (Ward)
Christian Ward | 82771403084600251
Star Trek #2 Variant RI (50)
82771403084600261

Star Trek: Lower Decks #3
Variant A (Fenoglio)
Written by RYAN NORTH;
Illustrated by CHRIS FENOGLIO;
Cover Design or Artwork by CHRIS FENOGLIO

With the Cerritos under attack and Captain
Freeman’s away team accused of violating
Starfleet’s most upheld principle, can the crew
prove their innocence? Or will they end up one
of Dracula’s infamous Draquiri cocktails? Beam
aboard and witness the thrilling finale to the
exclusive hit Paramount+ animated series tie-in!
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Star Trek: Lower Decks #3 Variant B (Cook)
Robby Cook | 82771403086000321
Star Trek: Lower Decks #3 Variant RI (10) (Murphy)
Philip Murphy | 82771403086000331

Covers may not be final

82771403084600211

82771403086000311

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 11/30/22 • FOC Date: 10/17/22

$6.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 11/9/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

PRHComics.com
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Comics

Star Trek: Resurgence #1
Variant A (Hood)

Star Trek: Resurgence #2
Variant A (Hood)

Written by DAN MARTIN and ANDREW GRANT;
Illustrated by JOSH HOOD;
Colorist CHARLIE KIRCHOFF;
Cover Design or Artwork by JOSH HOOD

Written by DAN MARTIN and ANDREW GRANT;
Illustrated by JOSH HOOD;
Colorist CHARLIE KIRCHOFF;
Cover Design or Artwork by JOSH HOOD

On a windswept planet bordering the notoriously hostile Talarian Republic, a scientist on
the cusp of developing technology that will
revolutionize warp goes missing. The crew of
the U.S.S. Resolute is tasked with an urgent
stealth mission to recover Dr. Leah Brahms and
keep her research out of enemy hands. Tune in
to the exclusive five-issue comic prequel to
Dramatic Labs’ highly anticipated narrative
adventure game, Star Trek Resurgence!

After discovering the Talarians are being
commanded by no stranger to Federation
archives, Captain Solano and First Officer
Sutherland board the suspicious Talarian
vessel. But just as hope is within sight, talks of
peace are derailed by an aggressive visitor and
a shocking revelation. Continue the story in
IDW’s exclusive five-issue comic prequel to
Dramatic Labs’ highly anticipated narrative
adventure game, Star Trek Resurgence!

Explore More

Explore More

VARIANTS:

VARIANTS:

Star Trek: Resurgence #1 Variant B (Ward)
Malachi Ward | 82771403105800121
Star Trek: Resurgence #1 Variant RI (10) (Game Cover)
Malachi Ward | 82771403105800131

Star Trek: Resurgence #2 Variant B (Von Gorman)
Sean Von Gorman | 82771403105800221
Star Trek: Resurgence #2 Variant RI (10) (Sparrow)
Luke Sparrow | 82771403105800231

Covers may not be final
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82771403105800111

82771403105800211

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 11/16/22 • FOC Date: 10/10/22

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 12/14/22 • FOC Date: 10/31/22
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Comics

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
#134 Variant A (Fero Pe)

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
#135 Variant A (Pe)

Written by SOPHIE CAMPBELL;
Illustrated by FERO PE;
Colorist RONDA PATTISON;
Cover Design or Artwork by FERO PE

Written by SOPHIE CAMPBELL; Illustrated by
FERO PE; Colorist RONDA PATTISON;
Cover Design or Artwork by FERO PE

With his brothers away on their own missions,
Donatello must seek special help to protect a
new friend—Regenta Seri of the Triceratons—
who’s being hunted by Utrom assassins
hellbent on destroying her people. Meanwhile,
Jennika has her hands full maintaining law and
order and trust in Mutant Town in the wake of
the mutant terrorist attacks in NYC.
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #134 Variant B (Eastman)
Kevin Eastman | 82771400271313421
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #134 Variant RI (10)
(Smith)
Gavin Smith | 82771400271313431

The Rat King’s Armageddon Game rages
on-and as his machinations come to life with
the fate of Mutant Town hanging in the balance!
Donatello and Angel try their best to head off
Ch’rell’s assassins before they complete their
mission to destroy the escaped Regenta Seri.
Meanwhile, Jennika is caught in the crossfire of
a community divided on whether or not they
can trust the TMNT. It’s up to her to stop the
imposters wreaking havoc across the city.
Official tie-in to TMNT: The Armageddon Game!
Written By Sophie Campbell with art by Fero Pe
and colors by Ronda Pattison.
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #135 Variant B (Eastman)
Kevin Eastman | 82771400271313521
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #135 Variant RI (10) (Torres)
Mark Torres | 82771400271313531
Covers may not be final

82771400271313411

82771400271313511

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 11/9/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 11/16/22 • FOC Date: 10/10/22

PRHComics.com
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Comics

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles:
Saturday Morning Adventures #3
Variant A (Lattie)

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles:
The Armageddon Game #3
Variant A (Federici)

Written by ERIK BURNHAM; Illustrated by TIM
LATTIE; Cover Design or Artwork by TIM LATTIE

Written by TOM WALTZ; Illustrated by VINCENZO
FEDERICI; Colorist MATT HERMS; Cover Design
or Artwork by VINCENZO FEDERICI

Casey Jones may not be souped up with mutagen
ooze, but even without ninja skills and a half shell,
he holds his own as a hero. So imagine everyone’s
surprise when stopping a burglary at a top-secret
R&D lab leaves Casey imbued with superpowers!
Emboldened by his new gift, Casey takes on
NYC’s criminal element to great effect. The
problem is his new powers are wreaking havoc
on the city’s power grid!!
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Saturday Morning
Adventures #3 Variant B (Jennex)
Robert Jennex | 82771403088400321
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Saturday Morning
Adventures #3 Variant C (Meyer)
Sarah Meyer | 82771403088400331
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Saturday Morning
Adventures #3 Variant RI (10)
82771403088400341

The TMNT and their new mentor, the Shredder,
have quickly discovered their mission to recruit
new allies to battle against Rat King and his
minions (Baxter Stockman, Madame Null, and
the newly minted MetalKrang) in NYC has its own
set of perilous circumstances. In Dimension X,
Michelangelo and the Neutrinos are forced to
join the Nova Posse as would-be bounty hunters.
And on Earth, Raphael is finding nothing ever
comes easy when Old Hob is involved...
Explore More
VARIANTS:

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon Game
#3 Variant B
82771403078500321
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon Game
#3 Variant RI (10) (Qualano)
Pasquale Qualano | 82771403078500331

Covers may not be final
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82771403088400311

82771403078500311

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 12/7/22 • FOC Date: 10/31/22
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Comics

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles:
The Armageddon Game—The
Alliance #2 Variant A (Mercado)

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles:
The Last Ronin—The Lost Years
#1 Variant A

Written by WILL ROBSON;
Illustrated by WILL ROBSON;
Cover Design or Artwork by ROI MERCADO

Written by KEVIN EASTMAN and TOM WALTZ;
Illustrated by BEN BISHOP and SL GALLANT;
MIKE DEODATO

Casey Jones has had a tough life. Mom dead
from cancer when he was just a teen; father an
abusive, drunken wreck; his best friends a bunch
of mutant ninja turtles embroiled in a centuriesold clan war. Casey’s learned one important lesson:
monsters come in all shapes and sizes. And they
must all be stopped. Now, when the maniacal
Rat King’s latest gambit, the Armageddon Game,
threatens those closest to his heart in their own
home, Casey Jones dons his hockey mask and
prepares for his most dangerous battle yet.

In the smash-hit miniseries TMNT: The Last
Ronin, readers were taken on a pulse-pounding
trek through time—past, present, future—to
witness the final gut-wrenching days of the
Heroes in a Half Shell. For Michelangelo, the
march to his heartbreaking last battle was long
and dangerous. But what happened during
those fateful years when he had only the need
for vengeance and Master Splinter’s journal
to guide him?

Explore More
VARIANTS:

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon
Game—The Alliance #2 Variant B (Robson)
Will Robson | 82771403089100221
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon
Game—The Alliance #2 Variant RI (10) (Santolouco)
Mateus Santolouco | 82771403089100231

Explore More
VARIANTS:

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Last Ronin—
The Lost Years #1 Variant B
82771403102700121
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Last Ronin—
The Lost Years #1 Variant RI (25) (Deodato)
Mike Deodato | 82771403102700131
Covers may not be final

82771403089100211

82771403102700111

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 11/30/22 • FOC Date: 10/24/22

$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 12/7/22 • FOC Date: 10/24/22
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Comics

Transformers: Shattered Glass II
#4 Variant A (Ramondelli)

Transformers: Shattered Glass II
#5 Variant A (Griffith)

Written by DANNY LORE;
Illustrated by DANIEL KHANNA;
Inked or Colored by GIGI DUTREIX;
Colorist JOHN-PAUL BOVE;
Cover Design or Artwork by LIVIO RAMONDELLI

Written by DANNY LORE;
Illustrated by GUIDO GUIDI;
Inked or Colored by MATT FROESE;
Colorist JOHN-PAUL BOVE;
Cover Design or Artwork by ANDREW GRIFFITH

Tired of waiting for Megatron to give an order,
Flamewar charges into battle in the airspace
above Metroplex. She knows what Megatron
wants: Victory. The Titan. Autobot destruction.
And the best way to prove herself to him is
to secure all that for him, no matter the
cost. Right?

The deadly battle is here. Autobots and Decepticons struggle for control over Metroplex,
Starscream’s Spark, and Cybertron. And through
it all, Soundwave, as always, works to save bots,
no matter their allegiance. Soundwave isn’t a
fighter, but are words enough when faced
with all-out war?

Explore More

Explore More

VARIANTS:

VARIANTS:

Transformers: Shattered Glass II #4 Variant B (Phillips)
Livio Phillips | 82771403081500421
Transformers: Shattered Glass II #4 Variant RI (10)
(Burcham)
Josh Burcham | 82771403081500431

Transformers: Shattered Glass II #5 Variant B (Kershaw)
L Kershaw | 82771403081500521
Transformers: Shattered Glass II #5 Variant RI (10)
(Maher)
Mark Maher | 82771403081500531

Covers may not be final
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IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
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Comics

Trve Kvlt #4 Variant A (Kangas)
Written by SCOTT WILSON;
Illustrated by LIANA KANGAS;
Colorist GABRIELA CONTRERAS;
Cover Design or Artwork by LIANA KANGAS

Marty and Alison face the supremely creepy
Doctor Shiver! Escape from the subterranean
skyscraper! Veronika brags about her allegiance
to Satan!!! Bernice listens to her!!! Stunning
PENULTIMATE EPISODE!!! Are you with us?! You
better be because “There’s No One Else I’d
Rather Be Incinerated and Sent to Hell with
Than You”—that’s the title of the issue, BTW— is
how we feel about you. From LIANA KANGAS
(Star Wars Adventures, She Said Destroy) and
SCOTT BRYAN WILSON (Batman: Gotham
Nights, Altered Carbon, Pennyworth).

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles:
Best of Leatherhead Variant A
(Biggie)
Written by VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by JAMES BIGGIE

Long before becoming a pawn in the Rat King’s
Armageddon Game, Leatherhead ran rampant
as one of the TMNT’s most iconic foes! Relive
some of the ruinous reptile’s most raucous tales
in this collection featuring the lethal Leatherhead!
Explore More

Explore More
VARIANTS:

Trve Kvlt #4 Variant B (Llovet)
Maria Llovet | 82771403079200421
Trve Kvlt #4 Variant C (Patridge)
Skylar Patridge | 82771403079200431
Covers may not be final

82771403079200411

82771403106500111

IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 11/16/22 • FOC Date: 10/10/22

$5.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 1/5
On Sale: 11/23/22 • FOC Date: 10/17/22
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Comics

Transformers: Best of Shockwave
Variant A (Biggie)

Transformers: Best of Windblade
Variant A (Biggie)

Written by VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by JAMES BIGGIE

Written by VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by JAMES BIGGIE

It is only logical that you submit to Shockwave’s
command and buy this book! Shockwave has
been many things to many bots—a senator, a
scientist, a Decepticon commander, a master
manipulator, and even a Prime! Those who
don’t learn from history…are all dead before
Shockwave!Best of Shockwave collects Transformers Spotlight: Shockwave, “The New Order”
from The Transformers (1984) #5, “Shockwaves!”
from The Transformers: Robots in Disguise #17,
“The Falling, Interlude: The First Who Was
Named” from Optimus Prime #18, “Aspects of
Evil, Part 3” from The Transformers (UK) #225,
“Internal Affairs!” from The Transformers (UK)
#277, and more!

Whether soaring above the skies of Caminus,
Cybertron, or Earth, the city speaker Windblade
is a hero through and through. She’ll lead not
just the Autobots but all of Cybertron with
compassion and ferocity—if they’ll let her.
Follow her adventures through Cybertron’s
greatest periods of unity and anything but! Best
of Windblade collects “A Bot and Her City” from
Transformers: Windblade #1, “The Chosen One”
from Transformers: Till All Are One Annual,
“The Cracks Beneath Your Feet, Part 3” from
Transformers (2019) #9, and more!
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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IDW PUBLISHING

IDW PUBLISHING
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From the

PULITZER PRIZE–WINNING
author of MAUS

Now in
Paperback

BREAKDOWNS
ISBN: 9780375715389
FOC: October 31, 2022
On Sale: November 29, 2022

The legendary 1978 collection by Art Spiegelman that presents an innovative, serious,
seriously funny, and autobiographical look at his comix—how they began, why they were
made, and how they are appreciated today. Including 20 pages of comix that give us the
story of his rebellious adolescence, a collection of the work he did in the 1970s as an
underground comix artist, and an 8-page essay in which he looks at the role of comics in
the 1970s and how his seminal work helped transform a medium whose resurgence
is now evident everywhere.

Graphic Novels
Breakdowns
Portrait of the Artist
as a Young %@&*!
Written by ART SPIEGELMAN

This legendary 1978 collection
of comics by Art Spiegelman,
Pulitzer Prize-winning author of
the best-selling Maus, presents
the seminal works that changed
how comics are made and
appreciated today-now with a
new Afterword by the author.
Innovative, serious, funny, and
many decades ahead of its time,
Breakdowns is offered here in its
Mature Title

entirety: the long-sought-after
collection of the artist’s comics
of the 1970s, along with an
introduction almost as long as
the book it introduces—and just
as autobiographically intimate
and experimentally daring.
At once the story of an artist and
of his medium, Breakdowns

Collects the legendary 1978 collection
of comics by Art Spiegelman,
Pulitzer Prize-winning author of
the best-selling Maus!

Cover may not be final

978-0-375-71538-9
PANTHEON
$25.00 • Trade Paperback • 8 3/4 x 12
On Sale: 11/29/22 • FOC Date: 10/31/22
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alters the terms of what can be
accomplished in a memoir.
Explore More

Graphic Novels
INTERIOR SPRE ADS FROM

Breakdowns
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Graphic Novels

Batman: Killing Time

Suicide Squad: Blaze

Written by TOM KING;
Illustrated by DAVID MARQUEZ

Written by SIMON SPURRIER

In Batman’s second year of his crusade against
crime, while he is still changing and perfecting
his craft and the art of the vigilante, the cowardly
lot of criminals in the city are changing as
well-giving rise to darker, specialized rogues.
Two of the new, colorful rogues, Riddler and
Catwoman, have just pulled off the heist of the
century, robbing Wayne-Gotham Securities,
getting away with 1.5 million in cash. After the
robbery, after a few dead guards, with all of
Gotham including Batman searching for them,
they meet with their backer, Penguin, the man
who will wash their money, take his cut, and
secure their escape.
Explore More

To catch a monster, you have to become
one-but some folks have a head start. The
critically acclaimed John Constantine:
Hellblazer team deploy Task Force X on their
most brutal and bizarre mission yet!
The attacks begin without warning. Brutal,
sudden...cannibalistic. A metahuman with all the
power of Superman but none of his humanity.
An unstoppable being ruled only by hunger and
instinct, striking at random across the world. To
stop this threat, Harley Quinn, Peacemaker,
Captain Boomerang, and King Shark have been
assigned to corral, nursemaid-and if necessary,
execute-five deadly new recruits: the expendable
products of a secret government procedure
called BLAZE.
Collects Suicide Squad Blaze #1-3.
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-1-77951-698-5

978-1-77951-426-4

DC COMICS

DC COMICS

$29.99 • Hardcover • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
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Graphic Novels

Nightwing Vol. 1:
Leaping into the Light
Written by TOM TAYLOR;
Illustrated by BRUNO REDONDO

Writer Tom Taylor (Superman: Son of Kal-El,
Dark Knights of Steel) and artist Bruno Redondo
(Injustice) take Dick Grayson back to basics.
Nightwing is back-and his drive to keep
Blüdhaven safe has never been stronger! But
his adoptive city has elected a new mayor with
the last name Zucco. When Nightwing enlists
Batgirl’s help in investigating the politician
bearing the same name as the man who
murdered his parents, she unearths details that
will shock and fundamentally change the hero.

The Flash Vol. 17: Eclipsed
Written by JEREMY ADAMS;
Illustrated by FERNANDO PASARIN

Leaving past mistakes behind and racing into
the future, Wally West returns as Central City’s
Scarlet Speedster! Now reunited with his wife,
Linda, and their two children, the former Kid
Flash begins a new chapter in his life. But Wally
quickly remembers that saving lives and
fighting super-villains may make him a hero,
but they don’t pay the bills. Luckily, an old friend
may have just the right job for this blue-collar
champion. The Flash Vol. 17: Eclipse collects
The Flash #772-779.
Explore More

Collected in this Infinite Frontier Nightwing
evolution are issues #78-83.
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-77951-699-2

978-1-77951-744-9

DC COMICS

DC COMICS

$16.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 12/13/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 12/20/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Graphic Novels

Harley Quinn Vol. 1: No Good Deed
Written by STEPHANIE NICOLE PHILLIPS;
Illustrated by RILEY ROSSMO and GENE HA

Harley Quinn here, to let everyone know that I’m
starring in a brand-new graphic novel collection
with a brand-new status quo. I’m coming back
to Gotham City to make up for the sins of my
past, and help the city recover from The
Joker War!
But there’s no welcoming committee waiting for
me, your favorite Maid of Mischief! And between
you and me, some real creeps are working to
keep the city broken.
Rising-star writer Stephanie Phillips, my new
partner in crime, takes me into a bold new era
with her partner in artistic crime Riley Rossmo,
who I gotta say designed a real nice new
costume for me.

Batman: Shadows of the Bat:
House of Gotham
Written by MATTHEW ROSENBERG;
Illustrated by FERNANDO BLANCO
and JORDIE BELLAIRE

A boy’s parents were killed by The Joker, and he
fell through the cracks of the system. Instead of
being sent to a facility that could care for him
and his trauma, he was sent to Arkham Asylum!
It’s a cycle of violence the Dark Knight has no
answer for as Gotham’s most vulnerable
struggle to keep their heads above water!
Collects the complete Batman: Shadows of the
Bat: House of Gotham story from Detective
Comics Detective Comics #1047-1058.
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Graphic Novels

Batman: Shadows of the Bat:
The Tower
Written by MARIKO TAMAKI;
Illustrated by IVAN REIS and
AMANCAY NAHUELPAN

A state-of-the-art facility, Arkham Tower, has
been erected in the heart of Gotham City! It’s
advertised as a place for healing, but what is
its mysterious founder Dr. Wear hiding? That’s
just the question that leads the Bat-Family to
infiltrate the facility and unravel the dark
secrets locked away in Arkham Tower. Will this
fact-finding mission turn into a rescue operation for Batman and his team...and is there an
even more mysterious threat than Dr. Wear
at play?
Collects the complete Batman: Shadows of the
Bat: The Tower story from Detective Comics
Detective Comics #1047-1058.

Nightwing Vol. 2: Get Grayson
Written by TOM TAYLOR;
Illustrated by BRUNO REDONDO
and GERALDO BORGES

The Bat-Family realizes Oracle’s system has
been hacked! But who is powerful enough to
break into Oracle’s own super-secure network?
Not only that, this mysterious Anti-Oracle is
taking advantage of Gotham City’s state of fear
and has bombarded the city with falsities..
With the Bat-Team’s comms unreliable,
Nightwing heads to Gotham to find the source
of Anti-Oracle’s transmissions. When Batgirl
and Nightwing accidentally get hit with something it reveals their deepest fears...and it
involves each other.
Collects Nightwing #95-100
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-77951-700-5

978-1-77951-745-6

DC COMICS

DC COMICS

$39.99 • Hardcover • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 12/20/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$24.99 • Hardcover • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 12/20/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Graphic Novels

Batman Vs. Ra’s Al Ghul

Represent!

Written by NEAL ADAMS

Written by CHRISTIAN COOPER
and ALITHA MARTINEZ

Gotham City is under seige by terrorists, and
Batman is determined to find the source.
But when Boston Brand tries to intervene, he
discovers an even more disturbing and deadly
truth: the terrorists are led by an inhuman
monster. Ra’s al Ghul has volunteered his own
private security force to aid the GCPD, and now
they are the only thing standing between
nuclear terror and the townspeople.
But al Ghul’s true goal is hidden from everyone’s
eyes. He will destroy the city and kill Batman—
this time for good. Watching in horror is...
Bruce Wayne?
Collects Batman vs. Ra’s Al Ghul issues #1-6.

Celebrating powerful voices: Represent!
collects the revolutionary digital-first series!
New voices present relevant, topical visions of
social change and personal histories, some
true-to-life while others are semi-fictionalized
accounts of real experiences. These stories and
more all have one thing in common: innovative
styles and compelling stories that examine how
our culture builds understanding, tracing
society’s arc toward justice as we evolve in
pursuit of a more just and compassionate world.
This graphic novel collects Represent! #1-14.
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Graphic Novels

Deathbed (2023 Edition)

Earth-Prime

Written by JOSHUA WILLIAMSON;
Illustrated by RILEY ROSSMO

Written by NATALIE ABRAMS and
KELLY LARSON; Illustrated by
HENRY CLAYTON and TOM GRUMMET

Luna is on his deathbed, preparing to dictate
his memoirs to Valentine Richards, a failed
novelist turned ghostwriter. The singularly
unadventurous Val seems like a strange choice
to tell the story of a man who’s lived the most
adventurous life of all time, but things get even
stranger when she learns that someone else is
trying to erase Luna’s story completely—by
murdering everyone from his past who could
corroborate his wild tales of alien mutants,
mummy ninjas, and cannibal cults!

Earth-Prime collects the adventures of your
favorite heroes!
Continuing the adventures from the small-screen
in this thrilling collection of all your favorite
heroes! Follow Batwoman and Luke Fox and
more will face off against challenges they’ve
never seen before! Collects Earth-Prime:
Batwoman #1-6.
Explore More

Collects Deathbed #1-6.
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-77951-702-9

978-1-77951-829-3

DC COMICS

DC COMICS

$16.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 1/3/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 1/10/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Graphic Novels

Dark Nights: Metal Omnibus
Written by SCOTT SNYDER;
Illustrated by GREG CAPULLO

Batman has uncovered one of the lost mysteries of the universe...one that could destroy the
very fabric of the DC Universe! He’ll wage war
against diabolical Dark Knights across the
multiverse and come face-to-face with The
Batman Who Laughs. These are the dark
corners of reality that have never been seen till
now! The Dark Multiverse is revealed in all its
devastating danger-and the threats it contains
are coming for the DC Universe! Can Batman
and his allies save the Multiverse from total
darkness? This epic omnibus contains the
entire Dark Nights: Metal saga.
Explore More

Batman & Robin by Tomasi and
Gleason Omnibus (2022 Edition)
Written by PETER J. TOMASI;
Illustrated by PATRICK GLEASON

Teaming Batman with his son Damian, a.k.a.
Robin, Peter J. Tomasi and Patrick Gleason’s run
was one of the standout titles in the New 52.
Mixing in dark themes from Damian’s childhood
with the League of Assassins with touching
stories of a father and son, this creative team
invented some of the greatest Batman and
Robin stories ever told!
Collects BATMAN & ROBIN #20-22, BATMAN &
ROBIN #0-40 from the New 52 series, BATMAN
& ROBIN ANNUAL #1-3, ROBIN RISES: OMEGA
#1, ROBIN RISES: ALPHA #1 and a story from
SECRET ORIGINS #4.
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Graphic Novels

The Rocketeer: The Great Race
Written by STEPHEN MOONEY

Ace stunt pilot Cliff Secord has returned from
New York to a West Coast steeped in paranoia
over the looming war in Europe. Having finally
had enough of his near-death scrapes as the
high-flying Rocketeer, the only thing in Cliff’s
crosshairs is the Great Race: a prestigious,
winner-take-all air race that runs from
California to France! But other parties want
to win the race for their own nefarious ends.
As a bonus, this book also contains an oral
history, featuring Dave Stevens’ friends and
fellow artists, culled together by Kelvin Mao,
longtime friend of Stevens and the director
of the forthcoming documentary on the
beloved artist!
Explore More

Bungleton Green and
The Mystic Commandos
Written by JAY JACKSON;
Introduction by JEET HEER

Meet Bungleton Green-an anti-racist time
traveler and the first-ever Black superhero,
created more than a decade before characters
such as Black Panther and Falcon. In 1942,
almost a year after America entered the Second
World War, Jay Jackson-a former railroad worker
and sign painter, now working as a cartoonist
and illustrator for the legendary Black newspaper the Chicago Defender-did something
unexpected.
He took the Defender’s stale and long-running
gag strip Bungleton Green and remade it into a
gripping, anti-racist science-fiction adventure
comic. He teamed the bum- bling Green with a
crew of Black teens called the Mystic Commandos, and together they battled the enemies of
America and racial equality in the past, present,
and future.
Explore More

978-1-68405-944-7

978-1-68137-665-3

IDW PUBLISHING

NEW YORK REVIEW COMICS

$17.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 1/24/23 • FOC Date: 12/19/22

$24.95 • Trade Paperback • 9 x 9
On Sale: 11/29/22 • FOC Date: 10/31/22

Covers may not be final
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Graphic Novels

Big Man and the Little Men
A Graphic Novel
Written by CLIFFORD THOMPSON

April Wells, a celebrated African-American
memoirist and essayist, lands a writing assignment unlike any she has had before: covering
the presidential campaign of the presumptive
Democratic nominee, William Waters, for a
high-profile magazine. Waters, a well-spoken
progressive with lofty ideals of unity in diversity,
faces the polar opposite in his Republican
challenger, the anti-intellectual, narcissistic Lee
Newsome, who seeks to gain power by sowing
division. Ahead of the Democratic National
Convention, to be held in April’s hometown,
Waters must also contend with a potential
Achilles’ heel: persistent rumors that he has
cheated on his wife with young male staffers.
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-63542-200-9
OTHER PRESS
$25.99 • Hardcover • 7 x 10
On Sale: 11/22/22 • FOC Date: 10/24/22
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Kids & YA

Cookie & Broccoli: Book of Secrets!

Welcome to Feral

Written by BOB McMAHON;
Illustrated by BOB McMAHON

Written by MARK FEARING

Cookie and Broccoli’s lips are sealed! Broccoli
reveals the embarrassing nickname his grandma gave him as a baby, and Cookie laments
that he’s never had a nickname . . . or has he?
Then the adorable duo set out to cure Broccoli’s
boredom, for which Talking Rock gives them a
cryptic clue: the solution is the opposite of
boredom. What could that be? And finally, Cookie
confesses his fear of The Scary Forest near their
school and Broccoli shares a surprising secret
of his own. But the fun doesn’t stop there:
Readers will love solving a secret message at
the end of the book with a special decoder!
Explore More

How many kids will go missing before this town
admits it’s haunted? Find out in this freakily
fun new graphic novel series!
Feral has everything a small town should have:
Main Street, City Hall, a population just over
sixteen thousand… But Feral also has secrets.
Mysteries. Unexplained disappearances.
In five spooky stories, an intrepid young resident
invites readers to look a little closer at this scenic
rural town. Are you game to investigate what’s
going on in Feral? If you pay attention, you
might notice something where it shouldn’t be.
Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover

Also Available in Hardcover

Covers may not be final

978-0-593-52996-6

978-0-8234-5490-7

DIAL BOOKS

HOLIDAY HOUSE

$7.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 11/15/22 • FOC Date: 10/17/22
Recommended Ages: 5-8 years

$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 11/1/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years
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Kids & YA
Sweet Valley Twins:
Best Friends
(A Graphic Novel)
Written by FRANCINE PASCAL;
Illustrated by CLAUDIA AGUIRRE;
Adapted by NICOLE ANDELFINGER

Jessica and Elizabeth are ready to
take on middle school . . . but are they
ready to take on each other? The
New York Times bestselling world
of Sweet Valley returns in these
all-new graphic novel adaptations!
Jessica and Elizabeth have always
been inseparable twins, but starting
middle school means a chance for
new beginnings! Elizabeth is excited
to organize a school newspaper,
but Jessica is more interested in
joining the exclusive Unicorn Club.
What will happen when the twins
realize they might not be as alike
as they thought?
Middle school is hard enough, but
with these twins each dealing with
becoming their own person—will
they be able to stay friends at the
same time?
Francine Pascal’s beloved Sweet
Valley Twins comes to life in a
brand-new graphic novel that will
have old and new fans delighted as
they meet Jessica and Elizabeth in
graphic novel form. With the lively
artwork of Claudia Aguirre, Sweet
Valley Twins: Best Friends is a
contemporary middle-grade
Cover may not be final

978-0-593-37646-1
RANDOM HOUSE GRAPHIC
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 1/2 x 8
On Sale: 11/1/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years
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graphic novel filled with heart,
laughter, and lots of twins.
Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover

Kids & YA
INTERIOR SPRE ADS FROM

Sweet Valley Twins: Best Friends
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Kids & YA

Doodleville #2: Art Attacks!
Written by CHAD SELL

Drew never meant for this to happen. She
didn’t mean for her doodle Mike to steal the
centuries-old hat. She didn’t mean for Levi to
steal the centuries-old baby (when he was
supposed to be returning the coveted hat!).
And she definitely didn’t mean to send the Art
Institute of Chicago into a downward spiral
of art-on-art combat.
She just wanted to fix a simple mistake! Now
everything’s gone wrong, and it’s mayhem at
the museum. Drew is sure she’s going to
become public enemy #1, wanted posters
and all.
Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover

Who Is the Man in the Air?:
Michael Jordan
A Who HQ Graphic Novel
Written by GABE SORIA; Illustrated by
BRITTNEY WILLIAMS; Written by WHO HQ;

Presenting Who HQ Graphic Novels: an
exciting new addition to the #1 New York Times
Best-Selling Who Was? series!
Explore the relentless grit of Michael Jordan, as
he powers through a mysterious illness in Game
5 of the 1997 NBA finals against the Utah Jazz,
infamously known as The Flu Game. A story of
athleticism, willpower, and triumph, this graphic
novel invites readers to immerse themselves
into the unyielding drive of the one of the
greatest basketball players of all time—brought
to life by gripping narrative and vivid full-color
illustrations that jump off the page.
Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover

Covers may not be final
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978-1-9848-9474-8

978-0-593-38591-3

KNOPF BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS

PENGUIN WORKSHOP

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 1/2 x 8
On Sale: 11/1/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

$7.99 • Digest • 5 5/16 x 7 5/8
On Sale: 11/1/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years
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Kids & YA

Prose

Minecraft: Mob Squad:
Don’t Fear the Creeper
An Official Minecraft Novel
Written by DELILAH S. DAWSON

The Mob Squad is back again, on a new
adventure into the wilds of the Overworld, where
they’ll meet familiar faces and new challenges.
Throughout their adventure, they’ll prove that
what makes them different is what makes them
strong, and that as long as they stick together,
there’s nothing they can’t handle.
Explore More

Prose

Minecraft: Castle Redstone
Written by SARWAT CHADDA

Three down-on-their-luck adventurers seek a
lost civilization in this epic Minecraft novel!
Rajah would do anything to be a great adventurer. But how can he, when his father’s already
triumphed over every adventure he can think
of? Lord Maharajah fought the Ender Dragon,
charted the Overworld, and built a grand manor
house. Rajah is surrounded by hand-me-downs,
from his father’s fancy old name to his fancy
old sword.
His servant, Pal, and his squire, Faith, do what
they can to help. But Pal is too gentle to be any
good in a fight, and Faith’s faith is being tested
by the knight she thought was a hero.
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-0-593-35581-7

978-0-593-49853-8

RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS

RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS

$17.99 • Hardcover • 5 1/2 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 11/1/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
Recommended Ages: 10 and up

$17.99 • Hardcover • 5 1/2 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 11/29/22 • FOC Date: 10/31/22
Recommended Ages: 10 and up
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Kids & YA

PAWS: Mindy Makes Some Space
Written by NATHAN FAIRBAIRN;
Illustrated by MICHELE ASSARASAKORN

Are you a fan of Raina Telgemeier or Shannon
Hale? Then you won’t want to miss the second
book in this graphic novel series that’s the
Baby-Sitters Club for pets! Best friends Mindy
Park, Gabby Jordan, and Priya Gupta are back
in business! After a few ups and downs, their
dog-walking business is booming and the girls
are closer than ever. It’s a dream come true!
But for Mindy, things at home are beginning
to feel like a bit of a nightmare. Her mom just
started dating someone, which has Mindy
feeling like the odd one out.
Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover

Dragons & Treasures
(Dungeons & Dragons)
A Young Adventurer’s Guide
Written by JIM ZUB with STACY KING and
ANDREW WHEELER; Written by OFFICIAL
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS LICENSED

Dragons & Treasures transports new players to
the magical world of Dungeons & Dragons and
presents a one-of-a-kind course on the unique
characteristics, fabled treasures, and wondrous
artifacts of the most legendary of creatures:
dragons! The book profiles all main dragon
classes, and features easy-to-follow and
entertaining explanations of how to identify and
interact with these legendary beasts during
your adventures. Advice, encouragement, and
storytelling tips provide strategies for dealing
with dragon encounters, hoards of treasure, and
draconic artifacts, along with action-packed
illustrations that will ignite your imagination.
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-0-593-35193-2

978-1-9848-5880-1

RAZORBILL

TEN SPEED PRESS

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 1/2 x 8
On Sale: 11/15/22 • FOC Date: 10/17/22
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

$12.99 • Hardcover • 5 3/4 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 11/1/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years
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Kids & YA

Super Family!
(Simon and Chester Book #3)
Written by CALE ATKINSON

Join Simon and Chester in their third adventure
as they navigate family dynamics and a very
important ghost conference! A hilarious new
graphic novel series for fans of The Bad Guys
and Dog Man.
When Chester gets the opportunity to join his
friend Amie and her family on a trip to the water
park, he is IN. Meanwhile, Simon is off to his
yearly ghost conference, excited to finally have
something to show off about (haunting his
VERY OWN HOUSE, for example) to the cool
ghosts. Maybe they’ll even accept him into
their group!
Explore More

Mad About Meatloaf
(Weenie Featuring Frank
and Beans Book #1)
Written by MAUREEN FERGUS;
Illustrated by ALEXANDRA BYE

Meet Weenie, a meatloaf-obsessed wiener dog,
and his best friends Frank and Beans in this
hilarious early graphic novel for fans of Narwhal
and Jelly and The Bad Guys.
Weenie loves his human, Bob. He loves his guinea
pig friend, Beans, and his cat friend, Frank. He
loves naps, adventures and sharing. In fact,
Weenie loves pretty much everything (except
the mail carrier). But the thing Weenie loves and
desires more than anything else in the world is
meatloaf. And he’ll do anything to get it.
Join Weenie, Frank and Beans on a laugh-outloud meatloaf adventure, complete with a
trench coat disguise, a wild meatloaf trap and
even a hungry wolf.
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-0-7352-7243-9

978-0-7352-6793-0

TUNDRA BOOKS

TUNDRA BOOKS

$12.99 • Hardcover • 7 x 9
On Sale: 11/1/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
Recommended Ages: 6-9 years

$9.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 11/15/22 • FOC Date: 10/17/22
Recommended Ages: 6-9 years
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Manga
Parasyte
Full Color Collection 3
Written by HITOSHI IWAAKI
The sci-fi horror manga classic
returns, in a fully-colorized, premium-quality hardcover for the first
time! If you’ve never read the story
of Shinichi and the polite and
murderous alien infesting his right
arm—or even if you already own the
series—there’s never been a better
way to collect it.
Presented in eight volumes
containing about 300 pages of
manga each.
For more than 30 years, new
generations of readers have been
riveted to this unlikely buddy story
that unfolds amid a world of
monstrosities that never stay
hidden for long. Since its first
release, in 1988, Parasyte has
inspired live-action films, spinoffs,
and, in 2015, a global hit anime
series. The Full Color Collection

Get a sneak peek of Parasyte in
Kodansha’s Trick-Or-Read comic!

presents Hitoshi Iwaaki’s original

The sci-fi horror manga classic
returns, in a fully-colorized,
premium-quality hardcover
for the first time!

colorized and a revised translation

Cover may not be final

978-1-64651-641-4
KODANSHA COMICS
$19.99 • Hardcover • 5 3/4 x 8 3/16
On Sale: 2/28/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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manga in hardcover for the first
time, with each page carefully
for 2022. There’s never been a
better time to stay up late and
get your hand on Parasyte!”
Explore More

Manga

As a Reincarnated Aristocrat, Ill
Use My Appraisal Skill to Rise in
the World 4 (manga)

Blue Lock 5

Written by NATSUMI INOUE,
JIMMY and MIRAIJIN A

A mad young coach gathers soccer players from
across the country to compete in a series of
bizarre challenges in a high-tech colosseum he
calls Blue Lock. It’s a no-balls-barred battle to
become Japan’s next top striker, in this Squid
Game-meets-World Cup manga, now available
in print!

It’s brains over brawn in this new isekai adventure! One day when leaving work, a salaryman
dies and is reborn in another world as the weak
child of the noble Louvent family. Using his
“appraisal” skill, which lets him see the stats
of others, young Ars Louvent recruits the
best people to his side in order to turn his
country around.
However, everything changes when Ars’s father,
is struck by a sudden illness and the duke of
Missian is assassinated. With Lord Raven out of
action and war threatening at Missian’s borders,
is Ars prepared to take on his father’s mantle?
Explore More

Written by MUNEYUKI KANESHIRO;
Illustrated by YUSUKE NOMURA

Anime coming soon!
In the face of Team V and the prodigy Nagi’s
overwhelming scoring ability, Team Z has
managed to catch up to 3-3 with fifteen
minutes remaining. In the midst of this tense
environment, all the players seek the “awakening” that will take their skills to the next level...
The match against Team V reaches its
thrilling conclusion!
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-64651-515-8

978-1-64651-662-9

KODANSHA COMICS

KODANSHA COMICS

$10.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/2
On Sale: 3/7/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 3/16
On Sale: 2/21/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Manga

EDENS ZERO 21

Fire Force 31

Written by HIRO MASHIMA

Written by ATSUSHI OHKUBO

The creator of Fairy Tail, superstar Hiro Mashima,
is back with a high-flying space adventure! All
the steadfast friendship, crazy fighting, and
blue cats you’ve come to expect... IN SPACE!

The city of Tokyo is in the grip of a reign of terror!
Possessed by demons, people have begun to
burst into flame, leading to the establishment
of a special firefighting team: the Fire Force,
ready to roll on a moment’s notice to fight
spontaneous combustion anywhere it might
break out. But the team is about to get a very
unique addition: Shinra, a boy who possesses
the unique power to run at the speed of a
rocket, leaving behind the famous “devil’s
footprints” (and destroying his shoes in the
process). Can the Fire Force discover the
source of this strange phenomenon and put
a stop to it?

A young boy gazes up at the sky and sees a
streaming bolt of light. The friendly, armor-clad
being at his side tells him, “That’s a dragon.”
The fact he’s joking isn’t important. What’s
important is the look of wonder on the boy’s
face... and the galaxy-spanning adventure
that’s about to take place! Join Hiro Mashima
once more as he takes to the stars for
another thrilling saga!
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-1-64651-690-2

978-1-64651-634-6

KODANSHA COMICS

KODANSHA COMICS

$10.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/2
On Sale: 2/28/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$10.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/2
On Sale: 2/21/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Manga

Go! Go! Loser Ranger! 3
Written by NEGI HARUBA

Thirteen years ago, an evil army of mysterious
alien monsters invaded the Earth, but the great
protectors of mankind—the Divine Dragon
Rangers—rose up to stop them! To this day, the
fate of the Earth hangs in the balance as the
fierce struggle continues to unfold!
...Or does it?
In truth, the evil aliens were subjugated within
the first year, and they’ve now become nothing
more than clowns forced to act out their
continuous defeat every week for the entertainment of the masses. They’re not real villains,
being forced to crank out a monster a week
for the Rangers to crush.

I Was Reincarnated as the 7th
Prince so I Can Take My Time
Perfecting My Magical Ability 4
Illustrated by YOSUKE KOKUZAWA;
Created by KENKYO NA CIRCLE;
Designed by MERU.

Prince Lloyd wasn’t always a prince...in a
previous life, he was a sorcerer, of sorts. So
when he was forced to reincarnate, he decided
to continue his studies, prince of the realm or
no! But his new life has its own sets of challenges...including being a 10-year-old! What’s
the 7th prince/sorcerer to do?!
The popular digital-first isekai adventure comes
to print!
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-64651-511-0

978-1-64651-499-1

KODANSHA COMICS

KODANSHA COMICS

$10.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/2
On Sale: 2/21/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 3/16
On Sale: 2/28/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Manga

Island in a Puddle 5

Land of the Lustrous 12

Written by KEI SANBE

Written by HARUKO ICHIKAWA

The tiny apartment where Minato lives may as
well be an isolated island in the middle of the
ocean. Despite still being in elementary school,
it falls on his shoulders to care for his little sister
Nagisa, who never stops asking when their
mother will make one of her infrequent visits
home. On one of those visits, their mother takes
them to an amusement park, only to give
Minato some cash and leave them on a Ferris
wheel... but as the wheel reaches the top,
lightning strikes, and, instead of his sister,
Minato sees a woman’s corpse... and, reflected
in the glass looking back at him, an unfamiliar,
menacing face!

An elegant new action manga, Land of the
Lustrous is set in a far future Earth, where
humanity’s distant descendants live on in a
small group of sexless crystalline beings who
must fight off an invasion from the Moon.

Explore More

Two hundred years after a failed attack on the
Lustrous, Phosphophyllite is reassembled and
tries again to get Kong&#333; to pray for the
Lunarians. This attempt seems likely to succeed, and the Lunarians prepare to depart to
nothingness, while the gemstones on the moon
prepare to be left behind. Meanwhile, Euclase
is awakened by the commotion between Phos
and Kong...
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-1-64651-753-4

978-1-64651-620-9

KODANSHA COMICS

KODANSHA COMICS

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 3/16
On Sale: 2/14/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 3/16
On Sale: 1/30/24 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Manga

Noragami Omnibus 4 (Vol. 10-12)

PTSD Radio 3 (Vol. 5-6)

Written by ADACHITOKA

Written by MASAAKI NAKAYAMA

Five yen for your wish to come true? Revisit the
Far Shore in new edition of the beloved supernatural action series that collects all the stray
volumes in 600-page 3-in-1 omnibuses!

Carried into modern Japan from a forgotten
past, the being known as Ogushi haunts and
tortures humans of all kinds. Little is known
about Ogushi’s curse, except that it resides in
an unexpected place: human hair.

Includes Vol. 10-12 of Noragami: Stray God.
Yato is a homeless god. He doesn’t even have a
shrine, not to mention worshippers! So to
achieve his ambitious goals, he’s set up a
service to help those in need (for a small fee),
hoping he’ll eventually raise enough money to
build himself the lavish shrine of his dreams.
Explore More

Like Junji Ito’s Uzumaki, PTSD Radio takes
something everyday and weaves it into a series
of chilling, cryptic, twisted, repellant, and
alluring manga stories that become more than
what they first seem.
The hit digital series finally comes to print in
three 400-page compilations!
Contains volumes 5-6 of PTSD Radio.
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-64651-558-5

978-1-64651-652-0

KODANSHA COMICS

KODANSHA COMICS

$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 3/16
On Sale: 3/7/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 3/16
On Sale: 2/28/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Manga

Rent-A-Girlfriend 17

Run Away With Me, Girl 3

Written by REIJI MIYAJIMA

Written by BATTAN

Catch up on the manga before Season 2 of
the hit anime, coming soon!

Sometimes, you need to run away to find
where you truly belong.

In today’s Japan, “rental” services can deliver an
afternoon with a “friend,” a “parent,” even a fake
girlfriend! After a staggering betrayal by his
girlfriend, hapless freshman Kazuya gets just
desperate enough to give it a try. But he quickly
discovers how complicated it can be to “rent” an
emotional connection, and his new “girlfriend,”
who’s trying to keep her side hustle secret, will
panic when she finds out her real life and
Kazuya’s are intertwined in surprising ways!

Maki’s first love was her high school classmate,
Midori. But Midori broke up with Maki at
graduation, saying they were now “too old to be
fooling around dating girls.” Ten years later,
when the two women reconnect after a chance
encounter, Maki realizes that while her feelings
haven’t changed, Midori’s engaged and
pregnant. But the more Maki hears Midori talk
about her soon-to-be-husband, the more red
flags she notices. Before Maki can stop herself,
she asks Midori to run away with her. Will this
impromptu escape be the key that leads the
two women back into each other’s arms?

Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-1-64651-536-3

978-1-64651-718-3

KODANSHA COMICS

KODANSHA COMICS

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 3/16
On Sale: 2/14/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 3/16
On Sale: 5/2/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Manga

Shangri-La Frontier 4

Shonen Note: Boy Soprano 4

Written by RYOSUKE FUJI;
Created by KATARINA

Written by YUHKI KAMATANI

Fresh from hours of level grinding, Sunraku
embarks on a quest with fellow gamers Pencilgon and OiKatzo to defeat Wethermon the
Tombguard, one of the mighty Seven Colossi.
Pencilgon introduces them to an NPC known as
Setsuna of Bygone Days, who begs them to put
Wethermon’s soul to rest. Though the three
friends vow to fulfill Setsuna’s wish, the undead
swordsman will prove more terrifying than they
could ever imagine.
Explore More

A poignant coming-of-age series that’s moving
and musical from the creator of Our Dreams at
Dusk: Shimanami Tasogare! Perfect for fans of
Kageki Shojo!!, Keep Your Hands Off Eizouken,
Blue Period, and Boys Run the Riot.
Yutaka Aoi is sweet, sensitive, and loves
singing... he also has a talent few boys have: he
can sing soprano. Yukata’s middle school’s
choir group eagerly accepts him into their
ranks. But when Yukata’s voice begins to
change as he enters puberty, the journey ahead
will be one of self-discovery and reflection for
not only himself, but also for those around him.
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-64651-485-4

978-1-64651-504-2

KODANSHA COMICS

KODANSHA COMICS

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 3/16
On Sale: 2/21/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 3/16
On Sale: 3/7/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Manga

Something’s Wrong With Us 13
Written by NATSUMI ANDO

A spine-chilling and steamy romance between a
Japanese sweets maker and the man who
framed her mother for murder—Something’s
Wrong With Us is the dark, psychological, sexy
shojo series readers have been waiting for!
Following in her mother’s footsteps, Nao
became a traditional Japanese sweets maker,
and at 21, she’s about to take the industry by
storm. But when she meets the young, handsome owner, she recognizes his cold stare... It’s
none other than Tsubaki, her childhood friend
and first crush-the same boy who stood over his
father’s bloodied body 15 years ago, and framed
Nao’s mother for the murder

That Time I Got
Reincarnated as a Slime 21
Written by FUSE;
Illustrated by TAIKI KAWAKAMI

Mikami’s middle age hasn’t gone as he planned:
He never found a girlfriend, he got stuck in a
dead-end job, and he was abruptly stabbed to
death in the street at 37. So when he wakes up in
a new world straight out of a fantasy RPG, he’s
disappointed but not exactly surprised to find
that he’s facing down a dragon, not as a knight
or a wizard but as a blind slime demon. But
there are chances for even a slime to become
a hero...
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-1-64651-414-4

978-1-64651-720-6

KODANSHA COMICS

KODANSHA COMICS

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 3/16
On Sale: 2/14/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 3/16
On Sale: 2/28/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Manga

That Time I Got Reincarnated
as a Slime: Trinity in Tempest
(Manga) 7
Created by FUSE;
Written by TAE TONO;
Illustrated by MITZ VAH

The new spinoff manga to the hit fantasy isekai
series, That Time I Got Reincarnated as a Slime,
developed by original creator Fuse! Against the
odds, the little slime Rimiru has established his
magical kingdom for all monsters, called
Tempest, and it’s thriving. But three visitors,
Phos the fox girl, Stella the dragon girl, and
Nemu the winged girl, come to pay Tempest a
visit, they’re stunned at just how quickly it’s
developed. Don’t miss this new story in the
world of Slime, just as the second season of
the anime arrives!
Explore More

The Iceblade Sorcerer
Shall Rule the World 4
Written by NORIHITO SASAKI;
Created by NANA MIKOSHIBA;
Designed by RIKO KORIE

An addictive manga with a classic feel sure to
appeal to fantasy and isekai fans alike, from the
editorial team behind FAIRY TAIL 100 Years
Quest and Shaman King: FAUST8.
A commoner from the countryside, Ray White
finds himself surrounded by the children of
aristocrats at Arnold Academy of Magic.
Fortunately, he quickly befriends the talented
daughter of a noble house, a half-elf short on
self-confidence, and a friendly musclehead.
Together, the four take on their first practical
test in the Kafka Forest. But hey, wait! How did a
seemingly talentless commoner like Ray get
into Arnold Academy in the first place...?
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-64651-299-7

978-1-64651-627-8

KODANSHA COMICS

KODANSHA COMICS

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 3/16
On Sale: 3/7/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$10.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/2
On Sale: 2/14/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Manga

The Seven Deadly Sins:
Four Knights of the Apocalypse 7

Wandance 5

Written by NAKABA SUZUKI

Wanda, Kaboku, and Iori return to the dance
floor in a series of one-on-one battles in their
latest dance competition. Can they stay true to
themselves, and their moves, or will they buckle
under the pressure?

Percival has always lived with his grandfather
on the idyllic, remote God’s Finger. And though
Percival loves the simple life, he longs for
adventure. That is, until adventure comes
knocking at his door, tearing away everything
he’s ever known and leaving him alone in the
world. Now Percival has no choice but to go out
into the world and see what it holds... after all,
it’s his destiny! Four Knights of the Apocalypse
is a new story in the world of The Seven Deadly
Sins, but can be enjoyed totally on its own!
Explore More

Written by COFFEE

The dance competition continues, with Wanda
squaring off against a young man who tries to
taunt her into making a mistake. She manages
to stand her ground, and the sight of Wanda
dancing once again sparks something inside of
Kabo that cements how he feels about dancing
—and Wanda.
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-1-64651-728-2

978-1-64651-519-6

KODANSHA COMICS

KODANSHA COMICS

$10.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/2
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The Scum Villain’s Self-Saving
System: Ren Zha Fanpai Zijiu Xitong
(Novel) Vol. 4 (Special Edition)

Skeleton Knight in Another World
(Light Novel) Vol. 10

Written by MO XIANG TONG XIU;
Illustrated by XIAO TONG KONG (VELINXI)

Reborn as a heroic...skeleton?! The isekai
fantasy light novel series that inspired the
manga adaptation and anime!

What happens after an epic tale ends?
This collection of eleven short stories picks up
after Scum Villain’s finale and follows the cast’s
relationships and adventures through their
pasts and futures. A glimpse into another world,
where Luo Binghe was never saved. Other tales
recount the history of Shang Qinghua and
Mobei-Jun, and the untold tragedy of the
original scum villain himself.
This limited Special Edition contains the same
book contents as the Standard/Regular Edition,
with bonus merchandise shrinkwrapped to the
book: a set of 4 postcards, a bookmark, 2 folded
mini posters, and a sticker sheet.

Written by ENNKI HAKARI; Illustrated by KEG

One day, a gamer played video games until he
fell asleep...and when he woke up, he found
himself in the game world—as a skeleton!
Equipped with the powerful weapons and armor
of his avatar but stuck with its frightening
skeletal appearance, Arc has to find a place
for himself in this new, fantastical land. All his
hopes for a quiet life are dashed when he
crosses paths with a beautiful elven warrior,
setting him on a journey full of conflict
and adventure.
Explore More

FINAL VOLUME
Explore More

Quantities May Be Limited- Allocations May Occur
Covers may not be final
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Accomplishments of the Duke’s
Daughter (Light Novel) Vol. 8

Arifureta: From Commonplace to
World’s Strongest (Manga) Vol. 10

Written by REIA; Illustrated by HADUKI FUTABA

Written by RYO SHIRAKOME;
Illustrated by ROGA;
Contributions by TAKAYA-KI

The original shoujo/josei isekai story that
inspired the popular manga–also published
by Seven Seas!
Iris Almeria, the daughter of a powerful duke, is
arrested and forced to her knees in front of her
fiancée. Her betrothed, Prince Edward, is
rejecting her for another woman! As Iris’s life
flashes before her eyes, she suddenly realizes
she knows exactly what is coming next–because she has been reincarnated into her
favorite otome game as its villainess. Quick
thinking saves her from exile, but Iris can’t rest
yet. If she wants to survive this world that sees
her as wicked, she’ll have to change the
world itself.
Explore More

The manga adaptation of the hit fantasy
isekai light novel series Seven Seas is also
putting into print–now an anime! And don’t
miss the spin-offs!
When a classroom of students is transported
to another world to act as its saviors, Hajime
Nagumo finds himself the weakest link. As his
friends and classmates are granted strong
classes and impressive abilities due to their
existing skills, he is given the weak title of
Synergist. When a dungeon quest leaves him
separated from his group, Hajime must
discover his own talents or be left to rot in
this world forever.
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Mature Title

Arpeggio of Blue Steel Vol. 21
Written by ARK PERFORMANCE

Asumi-chan is Interested in
Lesbian Brothels! Vol. 2

Inspired the anime!

Written by KURO ITSUKI

It’s been seventeen long years since the Fleet of
Fog—a mysterious, unmanned fleet of powerful
vessels that appeared out of nowhere—took
control of the oceans, barring humanity from
traveling between continents or islands.

A Mature-rated, sweet and sexy yuri rom-com
about self-discovery and the search for
lost love!

The submarine I-401, with its humanoid
avatar—a “mental model” named Iona, who’s
taken the shape of a young girl—was once part
of the Fleet of Fog, but has chosen to side with
humanity. Captained by Chihaya Gunzo and his
crew, the I-401 is the only ship under human
control that can move freely through the seas.
But she answers only to her captain, and he
answers to no one.
Explore More

Sweet but awkward college student Asumi never
got over her childhood crush on her old friend
Mai. When she discovers that Mai may be
working at a nearby brothel, she sees her
chance for redemption. There’s only one catch:
none of the girls on the brothel’s website use
their real names. Goaded along by a more
experienced friend, Asumi begins a journey of
exploring her sexuality, trying new fetishes, and
getting comfortable in her own skin as she
sleeps with the brothel’s women one at a time
in her search for Mai.
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Backstabbed in a Backwater
Dungeon: My Party Tried to Kill Me,
But Thanks to an Infinite Gacha I
Got LVL 9999 Friends and Am Out
For Revenge (Manga) Vol. 2
Written by SHISUI MEIKYOU; Illustrated by
TAKASHI OHMAE; Contributions by TEF

ASK FOR IT BY NAME!
A kid named Light is the only human member
of the adventuring party Legion of Races, but
humans are by far the weakest race in his world.
When his comrades abandon him to the lowest
levels of a dungeon, Light resorts to the gift
of Infinite Gacha to create a harem of
Lvl 9999 allies!

Bite Maker:
The King’s Omega Vol. 7
Written by MIWAKO SUGIYAMA

A sexy josei manga series where desire and
destiny meet head-on!
Nobunaga won the genetic lottery and was born
an alpha: his beauty, intelligence, and talent
drive everyone wild with lust. Despite his
seemingly perfect life, Nobunaga is unsatisfied—until he meets the woman of his dreams,
who can sate his every desire. Enjoy a taste of
the supernatural in this alpha/beta/omega tale
about love, lust, and the power of attraction.
Explore More

Full title: Backstabbed in a Backwater Dungeon:
My Trusted Companions Tried to Kill Me, But
Thanks to the Gift of an Unlimited Gacha I Got
LVL 9999 Friends and Am Out For Revenge on
my Former Party Members and the World (Manga)
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Box of Light Vol. 2
Written by SEIKO ERISAWA

The critically acclaimed, spooky tale of a
haunted convenience store.
A quiet convenience store at the crossroads
between life and death. Its faint glow in the
darkness draws in transient souls, pulling them
closer to the final purchase they’ll ever make.
Prepare for shadowy creatures, strange
employees, and an air of dread in this
delightfully creepy supernatural tale.
This beloved tale was awarded a top spot in
both the Kono Manga wo Yome! and Kono
Manga ga Sugoi! rankings in Japan.
Explore More

Didn’t I Say to Make My Abilities
Average in the Next Life?!
(Manga) Vol. 5
Written by FUNA; Illustrated by NEKOMINT

Be careful what you wish for in this magical
comedy about the pitfalls of rebirth—and
don’t miss the original light novels, spin-off,
and anime!
When it comes to reincarnation, most people
hope for a better life–except for recent high
school graduate, Kurihara Misato. She wants an
average life! Unfortunately for her, thanks to
God’s…interesting interpretation of “average,”
she is reborn as a young girl with incredible
magical powers. Can she achieve the normal
life she’s always longed for or will her not-soaverage abilities betray her?
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Dinosaur Sanctuary Vol. 2

Ex-Yakuza and Stray Kitten Vol. 2

Written by ITARU KINOSHITA;
Contributions by SHIN-ICHI FUJIWARA

Written by RIDDLE KAMIMURA

This richly detailed manga tells the story of a
rookie zookeeper caretaking dinosaurs of all
shapes and sizes, sure to delight a dinosaur
lover of any age.
Dinosaurs are alive! In 1946, a remote island was
discovered where dinosaurs never went extinct.
Through breeding and genetic manipulation,
dinosaur populations increased and dino-mania
reached a fever pitch worldwide...until a certain
terrible incident occurred. Afterward, dinosaur
reserves like Enoshima Dinoland fell on hard
times. Enter Suma Suzume, a kindhearted
rookie dino-keeper! Can she be the one to
save Dinoland from extinction?
Explore More

An adorable kitty is saved from a life on the
streets by a menacing former gangster...who
has a secret soft side!
One cold and rainy winter’s day, a tiny kitten
named Sabu is abandoned on the side of the
road. When Sabu is rescued by Jin, a retired
yakuza boss, the poor kitten fears things have
gone from bad to worse–and that this would-be
savior has murder on his mind! Yet beneath
Jin’s scarred hands and scary face lies a sweet
man who loves pampering kitties with baths,
bottle-feedings, and whatever else his tiny
companion needs. Be sure to get your paws
on this hilariously adorable tale about an
unlikely pet pair!
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Fairy Tale Battle Royale Vol. 5

GAME: Between the Suits Vol. 3

Written by SORAHO INA

Written by MAI NISHIKATA

In this survival horror series, which fairy tale
will be the last one standing?

Part of the all-new Seven Seas imprint dedicated to sexy romance for women: Steamship!

Kuninaka Aoba is the target of bullies at school
and wishes for nothing more than to be on good
terms with her classmates. Her wish is granted,
but at what cost? Suddenly, she’s thrust down a
rabbit hole, into a strangely familiar world from
children’s stories–only this version comes with
a dark and gruesome twist. It’s kill or be killed,
in a fairy tale fight to the finish!

At twenty-seven, Sayo is married to her career–
she’s the kind of woman who will even answer
work calls while having sex! When her firm hires
charming playboy Ryoichi, Sayo tries to resist
his advances, but not for long. Soon they’re
plunging into a purely physical relationship,
agreeing that they’ll only play this love game
until they find true romance. Sayo will let
Ryoichi into her bed, but will she let him into
her heart...?

Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Mature Title
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Heaven Official’s Blessing:
Tian Guan Ci Fu (Novel) Vol. 6

I Get the Feeling That
Nobukuni-san Likes Me Vol. 2

Written by MO XIANG TONG XIU;
Illustrated by ZELDACW;
Contributions by TAI3_3

Written by KOUSUKE YASUDA

The blockbuster danmei/Boys’ Love novels
from China that inspired the animated series!
Eight hundred years after his mortal life, Xie
Lian has ascended to godhood for the third
time. Now only a lowly scrap collector, he is
dispatched to wander the earthly realm to take
on tasks appointed by the heavens to pay back
debts and maintain his divinity. Aided by old
friends and foes alike, and graced with the
company of a mysterious young man with
whom he feels an instant connection, Xie Lian
must confront the horrors of his past in order
to dispel the curse of his present.

Nobukuni is in love with Sasaki, a boy who sits
next to her in class. But how can she get him to
notice her? A deep dive into teen magazines
and heeding the advice of a cool girl in class
gives Nobukuni all kinds of ideas: try to sleep
cutely at her desk, flash a little skin, and kindly
waft some of her pheromones in Sasaki’s
direction. She’s not getting much of a reaction,
so she fears it isn’t working–little does she know
he’s hiding some secret feelings of his own!
A delightful romantic comedy about young
passion and the (awkward) act of seduction!
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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I’m the Evil Lord of an
Intergalactic Empire!
(Light Novel) Vol. 4
Written by YOMU MISHIMA;
Illustrated by NADARE TAKAMINE

In his last life, Liam lived as a moral, responsible
person…but died deep in debt and betrayed by
his wife. Reborn into the ruling family of a vast
interstellar empire, Liam knows that life is
divided into the downtrodden and the ones
who do the stomping, so this time he’s going
to take what he wants and live for himself. But
somehow, things refuse to work out that way.
Despite doing his best to become a tyrant,
Liam’s decisions lead to nothing but peace and
prosperity for the empire under his rule, and
he just gets more and more popular!
Explore More

I’ll Never Be Your Crown Princess!
(Manga) Vol. 3
Written by SAKI TSUKIGAMI;
Illustrated by NATSU KUROKI;
Contributions by ENN TSUTAMORI

In this sexy isekai romcom manga, a noblewoman loses her virginity to a mystery man to
avoid marrying a prince—but he turns out to
be the prince himself!
Liddy, who was Japanese in her previous life,
is now the daughter of a duke and engaged to
marry the gorgeous Crown Prince Friedrich.
Sounds like a dream come true—except this is
a world that practices polygamy, and Liddy
refuses to marry a man with multiple wives.
To sabotage the engagement, she loses her
virginity to a stranger, but that plan is thwarted
by a surprising revelation. What will happen to
Liddy next in this hot fantasy romance?
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Light Novel

Irina: The Vampire Cosmonaut
(Light Novel) Vol. 4

Kiruru Kill Me Vol. 4

Written by KEISUKE MAKINO;
Illustrated by KAREI

A dark and wacky action comedy where one
man falls head over heels for a hired killer–and
orders a hit on himself, just to spend more time
with her!

Two cosmonaut hopefuls—one with fangs and
one without—reach for the stars in this critically
acclaimed supernatural science fiction tale.
Inspired the anime streaming on Funimation!
A fierce space race between two global superpowers gives rise to the Nosferatu Project, a
top-secret plan to train up some unusual
cosmonauts—vampires! When Lev Leps, a
human soldier, is ordered to supervise vampire
test subject Irina Luminesk, the unlikely pair
bonds over their shared dream of reaching the
stars. Together, can the human and vampire
duo rise above the chaos and corruption down
on Earth and blast off into the final frontier?

Written by YASUHIRO KANO

Aoi Nemo is a big-ticket businessman whose
face has appeared on all the magazines, and
there’s a price on his head. Coming to collect is
Akaumi Kiruru, an assassin as deadly as she is
beautiful. But the person who requested the hit
was Aoi himself! From the moment he laid eyes
on her, Aoi fell for this femme fatale, and he’ll do
whatever it takes to spend more time with her:
even if it means risking his own life.
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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LES MISERABLES (Omnibus)
Vol. 3-4

Let’s Buy the Land and Cultivate It
in a Different World (Manga) Vol. 3

Written by TAKAHIRO ARAI and VICTOR HUGO

Written by ROKUJUUYON OKAZAWA;
Illustrated by JUN SASAMEYUKI;
Contributions by YUICHI MURAKAMI

Experience Victor Hugo’s classic tale in this
gorgeously illustrated manga adaptation
by mangaka Takahiro Arai (Cirque Du Freak:
The Manga, Detective Conan: Zero’s Tea Time)!
Jean Valjean, a starving man who commits an
act that will haunt him for the rest of his life;
Cosette, a young orphan girl; Javert, an obsessed policeman; Marius, a revolutionary who
inspires the working classes. These unforgettable characters and more make up the cast of
Victor Hugo’s classic novel, Les Misérables,
renowned as one of the greatest works of
Western literature. Now, experience the epic
tale of love, tragedy, and redemption in this
gorgeously illustrated and faithfully adapted
manga series!

Norio, a corporate drone in modern Japan, is
summoned to a fantasy world to fight evil! But it
turns out that the magical ability he got doesn’t
work?! Thankfully, he has a plan B. Ask for a plot
of land to cultivate a farm! To his surprise, that
supposedly useless magic ability turbo charges
his tools, allowing him to craft with wood like a
master and plant vast fields of crops. After
fishing up a mermaid wife, charming a lich,
and tempting a young dragon over to his side
with home cooking, there’s nothing our hero
can’t do!
Explore More

Explore More
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Miss Kobayashi’s
Dragon Maid Vol. 13

My Sister, The Cat Vol. 2

Written by COOLKYOUSINNJYA

After losing his mother at a young age, Nekota
is taken in by family friends…who happen to be a
couple of human-sized walking, talking cats.
Not only do his new parents have paws, tails,
and furry pointed ears, but now he also has an
adorable little sister, Neneko-chan! As a high
schooler, he’s integrated well into their household, and his precocious adoptive sister has
fully accepted him as her big brother. Whether
she’s showing him things she brought home
from elementary school, purrsistently asking
him to play with her mouse toy, or waking him
up at the same early hour every morning for
breakfast, life with this charming feline family
is never dull!

Inspired the hit anime! And don’t miss the
spin-off manga series about Kanna, Elma, and
Fafnir (also from Seven Seas)!
Miss Kobayashi is your average office worker
who lives a boring life—until she saves the life of
a female dragon in distress. The dragon, named
Tohru, has the ability to magically transform
into an adorable human girl (albeit with horns
and a long tail!), who will do anything to pay off
her debt of gratitude, whether Miss Kobayashi
likes it or not. With a very persistent and
amorous dragon as a roommate, nothing
comes easy, and Miss Kobayashi’s normal life
is about to go off the deep end!
Explore More

Written by SENKO

Explore More
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Namekawa-san
Won’t Take a Licking! Vol. 3

PULSE Vol. 3

Written by RIE ATO

The beloved yuri/Girls’ Love webtoon from
Lezhin that became a global favorite! Don’t miss
this beautiful, full-color paperback in English
for Mature audiences.

A hilarious and adversarial yuri series where a
newbie delinquent faces off against the head of
the disciplinary committee!
After putting up with years of bullying in junior
high, Namekawa-san decides to make a
preemptive strike when she starts high school.
Her plan? Become a delinquent! At first,
everything seems to be going great—her
classmates are terrified. However, the head of
the disciplinary committee is unfazed. She’s got
her eye on Namekawa-san, and she refuses to
look away in this explosive yuri comedy!
Explore More

Written by RATANA SATIS

Mel, a renowned heart surgeon, is well-known
for being a stoic loner. She views her erotic
flings with other women as a tool for pleasure
rather than a show of affection. When she
delivers bad news to patients’ families, her cold
nature can make her seem heartless. Then she
meets Lynn, a beautiful and spirited cardiac
patient who needs a new heart, but refuses a
transplant. The two women meet with minimal
expectations but soon become enthralled in
a relationship that changes everything for
them both.
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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Light Novel

She Professed Herself Pupil of the
Wise Man (Light Novel) Vol. 6

She Professed Herself Pupil of
the Wise Man (Manga) Vol. 8

Written by RYUSEN HIROTSUGU;
Illustrated by FUZICHOCO

Written by RYUSEN HIROTSUGU;
Illustrated by DICCA*SUEMITSU;
Contributions by FUZICHOCO

The isekai fantasy tale of a young man sucked
into another world, where he must roleplay an
old man in a young woman’s body—which is
now an anime from Funimation! (And don’t miss
the manga adaptation, also from Seven Seas!)
Sakamori Kagami was one of the top players
in the VRMMO Ark Earth Online as Danblf, a
veteran summoner with the gravitas to match
his elite status. When he falls asleep playing
one day, he’s transported to a world where the
game is reality—but instead of his all-powerful
avatar, he’s stuck in the body of a cute
young girl!
Explore More

The isekai fantasy tale of a young man sucked
into another world, where he must roleplay an
old man in a young woman’s body—which is
now an anime from Funimation! (And don’t miss
the original light novels, also from Seven Seas.)
Sakimori Kagami has woken up in the world of
Arch Earth Online, a VRMMORPG he’s been
playing intensely for a long time. The catch?
Instead of his normal avatar of an old, bearded
sorcerer, he’s in the body of a young woman!
Now he must convince the people of this world
that he-she-is a pupil of the wiseman who
vanished without a trace thirty years ago.
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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SHWD Vol. 2
Written by SONO.N

A slick and action-packed yuri tale about
two special agent women fighting
supernatural horrors!
The year is 20XX. Tough but idealistic Koga
has just joined the Tokyo branch of SHWD,
the Special Hazardous Waste Disposal unit
responsible for eradicating mysterious biological weapons that were left behind after the
great war. Her mentor is Sawada, a woman with
a powerful psyche who complements Koga’s
physical prowess. Something is sizzling between
the two of them, and it’s more than just a shared
mission. Together, these two badass women
must team up to confront horrors beyond
their wildest nightmares.
Explore More

Skeleton Knight in Another World
(Light Novel) Vol. 10
Written by ENNKI HAKARI;
Illustrated by KEG

Reborn as a heroic...skeleton?! The isekai
fantasy light novel series that inspired the
manga adaptation and anime!
One day, a gamer played video games until he
fell asleep...and when he woke up, he found
himself in the game world—as a skeleton!
Equipped with the powerful weapons and armor
of his avatar but stuck with its frightening skeletal
appearance, Arc has to find a place for himself
in this new, fantastical land. All his hopes for a
quiet life are dashed when he crosses paths
with a beautiful elven warrior, setting him on a
journey full of conflict and adventure.
Explore More
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The Ancient Magus’ Bride:
Jack Flash and the Faerie
Case Files Vol. 5
Created by KORE YAMAZAKI;
Written by YU GODAI;
Illustrated by MAKO OIKAWA

There’s always trouble on the packed streets of
Manhattan, for humans and inhumans alike!
Changelings do it all, from mediating underworld backroom deals to tackling a bad case
of lovesickness. Now, while raising the baby
dragon they accidentally hatched, the faerie
Jack Flash and her human brother Larry take
on some new cases. But of course, none of
them will go as planned!

The Ancient Magus’ Bride:
Wizard’s Blue Vol. 6
Created by KORE YAMAZAKI;
Written by MAKOTO SANDA;
Illustrated by ISUO TSUKUMO

A beautiful new spin-off for the bestselling
franchise The Ancient Magus’ Bride!
An orphaned boy named Ao is taken under the
wing of the mage Giselle to explore the artistry
of magic in Paris. For readers interested in a
gender-swapped take on the original premise
of The Ancient Magus’ Bride, this beautifully
illustrated manga is full of all-new wonder.
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-1-63858-214-4

978-1-68579-459-0

SEVEN SEAS

SEVEN SEAS

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/8
On Sale: 12/19/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/8
On Sale: 3/21/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Manga

The Duke of Death
and His Maid Vol. 5

The Eccentric Doctor of the
Moon Flower Kingdom Vol. 1

Written by INOUE

Written by TOHRU HIMUKA

The manga that inspired the anime: a gothic
romcom between a cursed duke and his
flirty maid!

A beautifully illustrated shojo manga tale of
medicine, royal intrigue, and romance in a
setting inspired by historical China!

When the duke was a young boy, a witch made it
so that any living thing he touched died. Unable
to cope with such a cursed child, his family sent
him away to live in an old mansion. Now a
young man, his only companions are an elderly
butler and his childhood friend, a buxom,
blonde maid named Alice. Despite the fact that
touching the duke means instant death, Alice
is constantly teasing him, getting close and
flirting mercilessly. Can the two figure out a
way to break the witch’s spell?

The preferred healing method in Moon Flower
Kingdom has always been the country’s special
medicinal baths. However, after his party is
attacked by a mysterious figure, Prince Keiun
witnesses a never-before-seen lifesaving
medical technique. Even more shocking still,
the one who performed this feat is a young girl
named Koyo! And while luck may have been on
their side this time, questions remain. Just who
is this girl, and who is after the prince’s life?
Shadowy conspiracies, mysterious religions,
and deep-rooted beliefs all collide in this
beautifully drawn manga series!

Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-63858-987-7

978-1-68579-455-2

SEVEN SEAS

SEVEN SEAS

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/8
On Sale: 3/14/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 7/8 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 3/14/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Manga

Light Novel

The Haunted Bookstore Gateway to a Parallel Universe
(Manga) Vol. 3
Written by SHINOBUMARU;
Illustrated by MEDAMAYAKI;
Contributions by MUNASHICHI

An atmospheric fantasy series for bibliophiles
and fans of Japanese ghost stories–based
on the light novels also published by
Seven Seas!
Ever since she was three years old, Kaori has
lived in a bookstore where the boundaries
between the mortal realm and the spirit realm
are blurred. Her adoptive father, who lives with
her in this magical space, is a spirit himself. One
day, Kaori comes across a bleeding young man
who has stumbled into the spirit realm. Though
the young man is an exorcist who has vowed
revenge against all spirits, Kaori decides to
help him find his way back home.

The Hidden Dungeon Only
I Can Enter (Light Novel) Vol. 7
Written by MEGURU SETO;
Illustrated by TAKEHANA NOTE

The fantasy series about exploring a secret
labyrinth that inspired the anime—and don’t
miss the manga adaptation, also available
from Seven Seas!
Hidden dungeons—legendary places that no
one knows how to enter—are full of extremely
rare items, incredibly dangerous beasts, and
strange beings that can grant power beyond
measure. Noir, the third son of a penniless
baronet, just lost his job. He was contemplating
becoming an adventurer when fortune struck
only a mile from home, and he opened the
entrance to just such a dungeon!
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-1-63858-844-3

978-1-63858-365-3

SEVEN SEAS

AIRSHIP

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/8
On Sale: 3/21/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/8
On Sale: 8/8/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Manga

The Invincible Shovel
(Manga) Vol. 5

The Knight Blooms
Behind Castle Walls Vol. 2

Written by YASOHACHI TSUCHISE;
Illustrated by RENJI FUKUHARA;
Contributions by HAGURE YUUKI

Written by MASANARI YUDUKA

The manga adaptation of the hilarious fantasy
light novels also published by Seven Seas!
Alan is no ordinary miner. He’s the greatest
miner in the world, thanks to a shovel that can
shoot lasers and level mountains! After scooping up a princess in distress, Alan finds himself
drawn into a quest to save her kingdom. Dig out
your common sense and delve into a land of
shovels and sorcery, where a spade is not a
spade, but an invincible shovel like no other!
Explore More

In this beautifully illustrated slice-of-life
fantasy, a young girl sets out to become a
valiant knight by first serving as a squire.
Rosa dreams of protecting the people as a
courageous knight! But in order to achieve this,
she must first become a squire, and those
duties around the castle are much less glorious.
One moment she’s caring for horses, the next
she’s chopping a huge pile of firewood or
battling a mountain of laundry—and, of course,
she must also be ever-ready to assist the knight
she serves! Though her tasks may seem
mundane, Rosa will face every challenge with
the heart of a hero!
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-1-63858-902-0

978-1-68579-497-2

SEVEN SEAS

SEVEN SEAS

$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/8
On Sale: 3/21/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/8
On Sale: 4/4/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Manga

The Masterful Cat Is Depressed
Again Today Vol. 6

The Valiant Must Fall Vol. 2

Written by HITSUJI YAMADA

An action-packed and supernatural historical
drama about a samurai-turned-rebel and a
mysterious young woman—from the creator of
the hit manga and anime Gunslinger Girl!

A sweetly comedic manga about a cat who
cooks, cleans, and succeeds at adulting more
than the woman who expected him to be a
pet—anime announced!
Saku is an ordinary young woman who works
long hours and lives alone with her cat, Yukichi.
Yukichi, however, is not an ordinary house cat.
For one, the temperamental feline towers over
Saku and walks around on two legs. Instead of
playing with toy mice, he scours supermarket
flyers for good deals and keeps the house
spotless. With a pet like that, it’s hard to tell
who’s taking care of who!
Explore More

Written by YU AIDA

The Edo period has ended, and former samurai
Haruyasu is adrift in a strange new world. Not
even the promise of rebellion can cure him of
his desire for death. But after an assassination
gone wrong, Haruyasu finds himself at the
mercy of his intended victim’s bodyguard, an
intriguing young woman with the power to heal
—so intriguing, in fact, that he decides he wants
to live in order to learn more about her. But what
will she ask in return for saving his life?
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-1-63858-903-7

978-1-68579-469-9

SEVEN SEAS

SEVEN SEAS

$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 7/8 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 3/21/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$15.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 7/8 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 8/29/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Manga

Light Novel

Mature Title

The Villainess and the Demon
Knight (Manga) Vol. 1
Written by NEKODA; Illustrated by SEIKAN;
Contributions by ASAHIKO

Don’t miss this Mature-rated bodice-ripper
of an isekai romance manga!
Cecelia one day realizes she’s actually a
reincarnated being, born into the world of an
otome game as a villainous noble. However,
she’s been reincarnated after the fall, leaving
her framed and forced into sex work at a
brothel. And just when things couldn’t get
worse, Cecelia’s first customer is Lucas Herbst:
a Casanova so strong and fierce that she’s sure
this is certain doom. The next day, to her
surprise, she wakes up with the crest of a vow on
her stomach marking her as Lucas’s...fiancé?!
Explore More

The Weakest Tamer Began
a Journey to Pick Up Trash
(Light Novel) Vol. 3
Written by HONOBONORU500;
Illustrated by NAMA

A heartwarming fantasy isekai tale about a girl
who embarks on a journey with her new
friend—a humble slime.
Young Ivy can’t catch a break. Though she has
a few memories of her past life, she was reborn
into an RPG-like world in the weakest class, and
worse, as the weakest rank. As a no-star Tamer,
she soon realizes she must survive on her own.
But when Ivy manages to tame Sora, a lowly
slime, everything changes for both of them.
There’s something special about this frail little
monster, and Ivy’s care will bring out the best
in both of them!
Explore More

Manga adaptation also from Seven Seas!

Covers may not be final

978-1-63858-896-2

978-1-63858-706-4

STEAMSHIP

AIRSHIP

$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 7/8 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 3/28/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 7/8 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 4/4/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Manga

Though I Am an Inept Villainess:
Tale of the Butterfly-Rat Body
Swap in the Maiden Court
(Manga) Vol. 2
Written by SATSUKI NAKAMURA; Illustrated by
EI OHITSUJI; Contributions by YUKIKANA

Prepare for swirling court intrigue in this
magical “trading places” tale of maidens
competing for the crown.
In a kingdom inspired by historical China, five
clans put forth their maidens as imperial consorts
—but only one will be crowned empress. The frail
and beautiful Kou Reirin is a shoo-in to marry
the crown prince. But when “court rat” Shu
Keigetsu lashes out at her, it’s Reirin who wakes
up in the dungeons! Body-swapped by her
assailant to steal her position at court, Reirin’s
plight seems dire...to everyone else! Now that
she’s got a robust new body, not even the
looming threat of execution can stop her!

Why Don’t You Eat Me,
My Dear Wolf?
Written by AO KOISHIKAWA

Little Red Riding Hood with a Boys’ Love twist!
An edgy, beautifully illustrated manga for
Mature audiences
Taro is sent to the forest alone. He’s a sacrifice
for the monstrous wolf, Uru. Upon seeing him,
Uru declares Taro is too small and too thin. The
wolf feeds him, clothes him, and cares for him.
Time passes and Taro finds himself wanting to
be devoured by this giant wolf who gives him
nothing but affection.
Explore More

Explore More

Original light novels also available from Seven Seas
Covers may not be final
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978-1-68579-477-4

978-1-68579-486-6

SEVEN SEAS

SEVEN SEAS

$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 7/8 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 3/21/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$15.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 7/8 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 3/28/23 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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A collection of essays
exploring the radical
achievement and impact
of Art Spiegelman’s
seminal graphic novel,
Maus —edited by
Hillary Chute, author
of Why Comics?

MAUS NOW
ISBN: 9780593315774
FOC: October 17, 2022
On Sale: November 15, 2022

Featuring essays by Philip Pullman,
Robert Storr, Ruth Franklin,
Adam Gopnik, and more.

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM PANTHEON BOOKS:

MAUS I:
My Father Bleeds History

MAUS II:
And Here My Troubles Began

THE
COMPLETE MAUS

ISBN: 9780394747231

ISBN: 9780679729778

ISBN: 9780679406419

Games & Gift
Maus Now
Selected Writing
Edited by HILLARY CHUTE

Richly illustrated with images from
Art Spiegelman’s Maus, Maus Now
includes work from twenty-one
leading critics, authors, and
academics—including Philip Pullman,
Robert Storr, Ruth Franklin, and
Adam Gopnik-on the radical
achievement and innovation of
Maus, more than forty years since
the original publication of “the first
masterpiece in comic book history”
(The New Yorker).
Pulitzer Prize-winning cartoonist
Art Spiegelman is one of our most
influential contemporary artists; it’s
hard to overstate his effect on
Prose

postwar American culture. A
timeless work in more ways than
one, Maus has also often been at
the center of debates, as its recent
ban by the McMinn County,
Tennessee, school board from the

A collection of essays from critics,
authors, and acedemics exploring
the radical achievement and
impact of Art Spiegelman’s
seminal graphic novel, Maus.

district’s English language-arts
curriculum demonstrates.
Maus Now: Selected Writing
collects responses to Spiegelman’s
monumental work that confirm its
unique and terrain-shifting status.
The book is organized into three
loosely chronological sections—
“Contexts,” “Problems of Representation,” and “Legacy”—and offers

Cover may not be final

for the first time translations of
important French, Hebrew, and

978-0-593-31577-4
PANTHEON
$28.00 • Hardcover • 6 1/8 x 9 1/8
On Sale: 11/15/22 • FOC Date: 10/17/22
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German essays on Maus.
Explore More

Games & Gift
INTERIOR PAGES FROM

Maus Now
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Games & Gift

DC Greatest Events

Star Wars

Written by STEPHEN WIACEK

La historia visual, Nueva edicion

Explore the main events that have shaped and
reshaped the DC Multiverse. From the groundbreaking debuts of Superman, Batman, and
Wonder Woman to “The Flash of Two Worlds,”
from Crisis on Infinite Earths to The Death and
Return of Superman, and from DC Comics: The
New 52 to Infinite Frontier, DC Greatest Events
delves into the epic crises, iconic battles, and
unforgettable milestones that have reinvented
and refreshed DC Comics.

Written by DANIEL WALLACE

Expert essays reveal the context, connections,
and consequences of more than 80 pivotal
events, showcasing crossover series and
timelines, brought to vivid life through stunning
artwork and presented in a sumptuous coffeetable format.
Explore More

This stunning visual journey features trivia and
cultural cornerstones from director George
Lucas’ early life, and the iconic movie stills,
comic books, novels, toys, video games, and
theme parks that have spawned from five
decades of seminal film making. Fully updated
and expanded, this edition encompasses all
nine episodes of the original, prequel, and
sequel trilogies, along with the standalone
movies Rogue One and Solo, and the universally
acclaimed television series, The Mandalorian.
Produced in full collaboration with Lucasfilm
and written by renowned Star Wars experts, Star
Wars Year by Year: A Visual History, New Edition
is ideal for Star Wars fanatics and newbies alike.
Explore More

Spanish Language Edition

Covers may not be final
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978-0-7440-6345-5

978-0-7440-6429-2

DK

DK

$35.00 • Hardcover • 9 x 10 7/8
On Sale: 11/1/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$40.00 • Hardcover • 9 15/16 x 11 7/8
On Sale: 11/22/22 • FOC Date: 10/24/22
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Games & Gift

Pokemon Visual Companion
Written by DK

Learn all about your favorite Pokémon in this
fact-packed updated guide to the animated
series. Explore every region from Kanto to Galar,
and discover the people and Pokémon who live
there. Trace Ash’s journey and get to know his
friends and travel companions. See epic battles
and meet Legendary and Mythical Pokémon.
Explore More

Marvel Spider-Man Character
Encyclopedia New Edition
Written by MELANIE SCOTT

Spider-Man is one of the world’s best-loved and
most recognized super heroes, the spectacular
star of comic books, movie blockbusters, and TV
shows. Released to coincide with Spidey’s 60th
anniversary in 2022, the Spider-Man Character
Encyclopedia New Edition profiles more than
200 timeless Spidey characters in alphabetical
order. Packed with original Marvel artwork and
fascinating info, it’s the perfect introduction
to the web-slinger’s amazing world.
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-0-7440-6363-9

978-0-7440-6347-9

DK CHILDREN

DK CHILDREN

$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 7 3/16 x 9 1/4
On Sale: 11/1/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
Recommended Ages: 5-9 years

$19.99 • Hardcover • 7 3/16 x 9 3/16
On Sale: 11/1/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
Recommended Ages: 7-11 years
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Games & Gift

Prose

Critical Role Mad Libs
World’s Greatest Word Game

Revan: Star Wars Legends
(The Old Republic)

Written by LIZ MARSHAM

Written by DREW KARPYSHYN

Mad Libs is the world’s greatest word game and
the perfect gift or activity for anyone who likes
to laugh! Write in the missing words on each
page to create your own hilariously funny
stories all about Critical Role.

Hero, traitor, conqueror, villain, savior-the man
called Revan has been all of these. He left
Coruscant a Jedi, on a mission to defeat the
Mandalorians. He returned a Sith disciple, bent
on destroying the Republic. The Jedi Council
gave Revan his life back, but the price of
redemption was the loss of his memories. All
that’s left are nightmares-and deep, abiding
fear. What happened beyond the Outer Rim that
Revan can’t quite remember or entirely forget?
One thing he’s certain of: Something dark is
plotting to destroy the very existence of
the Republic.

Speak to dragons that can VERB or charge into
battle with your friends on a NOUN! With 21
“fill-in-the-blank” stories about dice rolls,
spellcasting, and the Mighty Nein, read aloud in
your best Matthew Mercer or Ashley Johnson
impression and embark on your own adventure
with Mad Libs! Play alone, in a group, or in a
dragon’s lair!
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-0-593-51968-4

978-0-593-49893-4

MAD LIBS

RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS

$5.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 1/4 x 8 3/8
On Sale: 11/1/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$17.00 • Trade Paperback • 5 1/2 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 11/1/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Games & Gift

Prose

Prose

Deceived: Star Wars Legends
(The Old Republic)

Critical Role: The Mighty Nein —
The Nine Eyes of Lucien

Written by PAUL S. KEMP

Written by MADELEINE ROUX
and CRITICAL ROLE

Darth Malgus steps out of the shadows to lead
the Sith in striking a fatal blow to the heart of
the Jedi Order. Crimson blades rain death and
pain upon the Republic, seizing control of
Coruscant. But even in triumph, Darth Malgus
discovers betrayal by his own brethren, a quest
for peace with the Republic that will only
corrode their hard-won power.
As the dark lord plots against the Sith leading
their own kind to ruin, vengeance hunts him
in turn. Her name is Aryn Leneer-a Jedi with
nothing left to lose on a quest to avenge her
slain master.
Explore More

Delve into the mind of Critical Role’s most
charming villain in this original novel that
chronicles Lucien’s early life and his fateful
meeting with the Mighty Nein.
Lucien has always been able to spin a bad
situation to his advantage. From his childhood
on the dangerous streets of Shadycreek Run to
his years living off the grid and learning blood
magic from the Claret Orders, the charismatic
blood hunter will find a way to get the
upper hand.
Written by New York Times bestselling author
Madeleine Roux, Critical Role: The Mighty
Nein-The Nine Eyes of Lucien explores the
meteoric rise and fall of one of Critical Role’s
most notorious and tragic figures.
Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-0-593-49894-1

978-0-593-49673-2

RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS

RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS

$17.00 • Trade Paperback • 5 1/2 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 11/1/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$28.99 • Hardcover • 6 1/8 x 9 1/4
On Sale: 11/1/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Prose

Prose

The Bacta War: Star Wars Legends
(Rogue Squadron)

Star Wars: Convergence
(The High Republic)

Written by MICHAEL A. STACKPOLE

Written by ZORAIDA CÓRDOVA

Now for the first time in trade paperback: the
fourth book in the epic adventure featuring
the fearless pilots of Rogue Squadron.

It is an age of exploration. Jedi travel the galaxy,
expanding their understanding of the Force and
all the worlds and beings connected by it.
Meanwhile, the Republic, led by its two chancellors, works to unite worlds in an ever-growing
community among near and distant stars.

After her attempt to strike at the heart of
Coruscant with a deadly virus, the sinister
Ysanne Isard sets her sights on destabilizing
the New Republic by seizing its medicinal
bacta production. Under the guise of a mere
power struggle between corporations on the
planet Thyferra, the imperial mastermind has
taken control of one of the galaxy’s most
precious resources.
Explore More

On the close orbiting planets of Eiram and
E’ronoh, the growing pains of a galaxy with
limited resources but unlimited ambition are
felt keenly. Their hatred for each other has
fueled half a decade of escalating conflict and
now threatens to consume surrounding systems.
The last hope for peace emerges when heirs
from the two planets’ royal families plan
to marry.
Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-0-593-49892-7

978-0-593-35863-4

RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS

RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS

$17.00 • Trade Paperback • 5 1/2 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 11/1/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22

$28.99 • Hardcover • 6 1/8 x 9 1/4
On Sale: 11/15/22 • FOC Date: 10/17/22
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Games & Gift

Prose

Sylvanas (World of Warcraft)

Minecraft: Epic Inventions

Written by CHRISTIE GOLDEN

Written by MOJANG AB and
THE OFFICIAL MINECRAFT TEAM

NATIONAL BESTSELLER · The epic, definitive
story of Sylvanas Windrunner, one of World of
Warcraft’s most enduring and iconic characters,
as chronicled by bestselling author
Christie Golden.
Ranger-General. Banshee Queen. Warchief.
Sylvanas Windrunner has borne many titles.
To some, she is a hero-to others, a villain. But
whether in pursuit of justice, vengeance, or
something more, Sylvanas has always sought
to control her own destiny.
The power to achieve her goals has never been
closer, as Sylvanas works alongside the Jailer to
liberate all Azeroth from the prison of fate. Her
final task? Secure the fealty of their prisonerKing Anduin Wrynn.

Epic Inventions contains twelve incredible
builds to inspire you to construct the most
inventive builds in Minecraft. There’s an
intergalactic space station, an ancient temple,
a kawaii waterways course, a giant meeple
bedroom, an animal sanctuary, plus many more.
Each build is presented to you by its builder—
a construction expert eager to share their tips
with you. As well as learning how to choose
blocks and construct amazing builds, you’ll also
learn some excellent pro builder tips like how
to terraform the landscape.
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final

978-0-399-59420-5

978-0-593-49764-7

RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS

RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS

$18.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 1/2 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 11/22/22 • FOC Date: 10/24/22

$16.99 • Hardcover • 9 5/8 x 11 13/16
On Sale: 11/1/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years
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Minecraft:
Guide to Redstone (Updated)

It’s Britney…!

Written by MOJANG AB

Written by BILLIE OLIVER;
Illustrated by STEPHANIE SPARTELS

This classic Minecraft game guide is now
completely revamped with 100% new information for the latest version of the game! Discover
all the insider tips and tricks in this definitive,
fully illustrated guide to creating with redstone
in Minecraft.
Learn the art of redstone and become a master
engineer with Minecraft: Guide to Redstone,
and put theory into practice to construct
intricate contraptions in Minecraft.
Pick up the basics of the redstone components
and their uses, discover how to make working
circuits, and create incredibly complex
builds using your new skills, taught by
game-creator Mojang.

50 Reasons She’s Our Forever Queen

A tribute to a star who inspires us to be
stronger every day.
Britney’s path has had its ups and downs, but
she hasn’t let that stop her, inspiring us all in
our own lives. But, while we may know every
word of “Toxic” and have a collection of pink hair
pom poms, did you know that she got her show
biz start Off-Broadway (in a role that was inherited
by Natalie Portman)? This book is packed with
50 titbits of Britney Spears trivia and collages
that are (almost) as iconic as the star herself.
Explore More

Explore More

Covers may not be final
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978-0-593-15857-9

978-1-922754-01-1

RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS

SMITH STREET BOOKS

$12.99 • Hardcover • 5 13/16 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 11/22/22 • FOC Date: 10/24/22
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

$14.95 • Hardcover • 6 2/7 x 7 2/7
On Sale: 11/1/22 • FOC Date: 10/3/22
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Initial Orders Due September 15th

October 3rd
As a Reincarnated Aristocrat, Ill Use My
Appraisal Skill to Rise in the World 4 (manga)
9781646515158

Batman & Robin By Tomasi and Gleason Omnibus
(2022 Edition) 9781779517043

FOC Checklist
My Little Pony: Classics Reimagined-Little Fillies
#1 Variant A (Ayoub) 82771403101000111
Nightwing Vol. 1: Leaping into the Light
9781779516992

Nightwing Vol. 2: Get Grayson 9781779517456
Noragami Omnibus 4 (Vol. 10-12) 9781646515585

Batman Vs. Ra’s Al Ghul 9781779518286

Parasyte Full Color Collection 3 9781646516414

Batman: Killing Time 9781779516985

Pokemon Visual Companion 9780744063639

Batman: Shadows of the Bat: House of Gotham

PTSD Radio 3 (Vol. 5-6) 9781646516520

9781779517012

Rent-A-Girlfriend 17 9781646515363

Batman: Shadows of the Bat: The Tower

Represent! 9781779518309

9781779517005

Revan: Star Wars Legends (The Old Republic)

Blue Lock 5 9781646516629

9780593498934

Critical Role Mad Libs 9780593519684

Run Away With Me, Girl 3 9781646517183

Critical Role: The Mighty NeinThe Nine Eyes of Lucien 9780593496732

Shangri-La Frontier 4 9781646514854

Dark Nights: Metal Omnibus 9781779517036

Shonen Note: Boy Soprano 4 9781646515042

DC Greatest Events 9780744063455

Skeleton Knight in Another World (Light Novel)
Vol. 10 9781648272646

Deathbed (2023 Edition) 9781779517029

Something’s Wrong With Us 13 9781646514144

Deceived: Star Wars Legends (The Old Republic)

Star Trek: Lower Decks #3 Variant A (Fenoglio)

9780593498941

82771403086000311

Doodleville #2: Art Attacks! 9781984894748

Suicide Squad: Blaze 9781779514264

Dragons & Treasures (Dungeons & Dragons)

Super Family! (Simon and Chester Book #3)

9781984858801

9780735272439

Earth-Prime 9781779518293

Sweet Valley Twins: Best Friends 9780593376461

EDENS ZERO 21 9781646516902

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #134 Variant A
(Fero Pe) 82771400271313411

Fire Force 31 9781646516346
Go! Go! Loser Ranger! 3 9781646515110
Godzilla: Monsters & Protectors-All Hail the King!
#2 Variant A (Schoening) 82771403095200211
Harley Quinn Vol. 1: No Good Deed 9781779514233
I Was Reincarnated as the 7th Prince so I Can
Take My Time Perfecting My Magical Ability 4
9781646514991

Island in a Puddle 5 9781646517534
It’s Britney…! 9781922754011

That Time I Got Reincarnated as a Slime 21
9781646517206

That Time I Got Reincarnated as a Slime:
Trinity in Tempest (Manga) 7 9781646512997
The Bacta War: Star Wars Legends
(Rogue Squadron) 9780593498927
The Flash Vol. 17: Eclipsed 9781779517449
The Iceblade Sorcerer Shall Rule the World 4
9781646516278

Land of the Lustrous 12 9781646516209

The Seven Deadly Sins: Four Knights of the
Apocalypse 7 9781646517282

Marvel Spider-Man Character Encyclopedia
New Edition 9780744063479

Transformers: Best of Shockwave Variant A
(Biggie) 82771403103400111

Minecraft: Epic Inventions 9780593497647

Wandance 5 9781646515196

Minecraft: Mob Squad: Don’t Fear the Creeper

Welcome to Feral 9780823454907

9780593355817

Who Is the Man in the Air?: Michael Jordan
9780593385913
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FOC Checklist

Initial Orders Due September 15th

October 10th

October 24th

Crashing #3 Variant A (Beem)
82771403082200311

Sonic the Hedgehog: Scrapnik Island #2 Variant A
(Fourdraine) 82771403094500211

Earthdivers #3 Variant A (Albuquerque)
82771403083900311

Star Trek: Resurgence #1 Variant A (Hood)

Godzilla: Monsters & Protectors--All
Hail the King! #3 Variant A (Schoening)

82771403105800111

82771403095200311

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #135 Variant A (Pe)

Minecraft: Guide to Redstone (Updated)

82771400271313511

9780593158579

The Scum Villain’s Self-Saving System: Ren Zha
Fanpai Zijiu Xitong (Novel) Vol. 4 (Special Edition)

Star Wars 9780744064292

9781685797188

Trve Kvlt #4 Variant A (Kangas)
82771403079200411

October 17 th
Cookie & Broccoli: Book of Secrets!
9780593529966

Dark Spaces: Wildfire #5 Variant A (Sherman)
82771403066200511

G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero #300 Variant A
(Sullivan) 82771401092330011
Godzilla Rivals Vs. Gigan Variant A (Su)
82771403054900111

Mad About Meatloaf (Weenie Featuring Frank
and Beans Book #1) 9780735267930
Maus Now 9780593315774
PAWS: Mindy Makes Some Space 9780593351932
Sonic the Hedgehog #55 Variant A
(Hammerstrom) 82771401521805511
Star Trek #2 Variant A (Rosanas)
82771403084600211

Star Wars: Convergence (The High Republic)
9780593358634

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Best of
Leatherhead Variant A (Biggie)
82771403106500111

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon
Game #3 Variant A (Federici) 82771403078500311
Transformers: Shattered Glass II #4 Variant A
(Ramondelli) 82771403081500411
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Big Man and the Little Men 9781635422009
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Sylvanas (World of Warcraft) 9780399594205
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Armageddon Game-The Alliance #2 Variant A (Mercado)
82771403089100211

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Last RoninThe Lost Years #1 Variant A 82771403102700111
Transformers: Best of Windblade Variant A
(Biggie) 82771403107200111

October 31st
Breakdowns 9780375715389
Bungleton Green and The Mystic Commandos
9781681376653

Crashing #4 Variant A (Beem)
82771403082200411

Minecraft: Castle Redstone 9780593498538
My Little Pony #7 Variant A (Kachel)
82771403046400711

My Little Pony: Classics Reimagined--Little Fillies #2 Variant A (Ayoub) 82771403101000211
Star Trek: Resurgence #2 Variant A (Hood)
82771403105800211

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Saturday
Morning Adventures #3 Variant A (Lattie)
82771403088400311

Transformers: Shattered Glass II #5 Variant A
(Griffith) 82771403081500511

December 19th
The Rocketeer: The Great Race 9781684059447
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Cover art from Dark Spaces:
Wildfire #5 Variant A (Sherman).

Cover art from Breakdowns.

Cover art from
Sweet Valley Twins: Best Friends.

Cover art from Parasyte
Full Color Collection 3.

US Direct Market Sales
1745 Broadway, New York, NY 10019
comicmarketus@penguinrandomhouse.com

Cover art from Maus Now.

